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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE LINGUISTIC CLASSI-
FICATION OF ALGONQUIAN TRIBES

By Tkumax Michelson

INTRODUCTION

In order to determine the linguistic classification of the Algonquian
tribes, the writer visited in the season of 1910 the Piegan of Mon-
tana, tlie Nortliern Cheyenne of ifontana, the Northern Arapaho
of Wyoming, the Menominee of Wisconsin, and the Micniac of Kcsti-

gouche, P. Q., Canada. Later in the year the Ojibwa of White
Earth (Minnesota) sent a delegation to Washington, and the occasion

was utilized to procure a few grammatical notes from tiiem. During
the season of 1911 he visited the Fox of Iowa, and the Sauk, Kicka-
poo, and Shawnco of Oklahoma. In the winter of 191 1-12 lie s]iont a

few weeks at the nonreservation school at Carlisle, Pa., and tiierc luid

an opportunity to obtain some notes on Northern Arapaho, the Cree
of Fort Totten (listed officially as Turtle Mountain Chippewa),
Menominee, Sauk, Ojibwa, Ottawa, Potawatomi, and Abnaki. The
residts of the field work of 1911 and 1912 could be incorporated only
in the proof-sheets of the ])resent paper. For some Algonquian
languages de]>cndence has al.so been placed on the nni)ublislied

material of the Bureau, some manuscripts of the late Dr. William
Jones (for Kickapot)) and of Mr. W. Mechling (for Malecitc), and the
published material. Prof. A. L. Kroeber very kimlly furnisluvl some
of his Arapaho texts to supplement those of the writer. Prof. J.

Dyneley Prince generously ofi'ered the use of his collection of con.so-

nantic clusters in Passamaquoddy and Abnaki. Owing to unforeseen
circumstances these can not be published here, but thej' have been of

assistance in determining the general character of Eastern Algon-
quian, and his helpfulness is appreciated. Thanks are due also to

Dr. Robert 11. Lowie, of the American Museum of Natural History,
for the privilege of using some Northern Blackfoot texts. Dr.
Edward Sapir, of the Geological Survey oi Canada, with character-
istic liberality, placed his field-notes on Croo, Montagnais, Abnaki,
Malocite, and Delaware (collected in the season of 1911) at the
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226 CLASSIFICATION OF ALGONQUIAN TRIBES [eth. axx. 28

writpr's disposal; but they were recciveil too late to make possible

the insertion of extracts, except in the proof-sheets.

While it is too early to publish in detail the results of the writer's

investigations (this applies especially to Blackfoot, Cheyenne, and
Arapaho), still in view of the purely geographic classification by
Mooney and Thomas in the Handbook of American Indians,' C. C.

Ulilenbeck in Anthropos (in, 773-799, 1908), and F. N. Finck in

his Die Sprachstamme des Erdekreises (Leipzig, 1909), a preliminary
linguistic report may be acceptable.

The linguistic classification of Algonquian tribes in the present

paper is based essentially on the occurrence of consonantic clusters

and a few other phonetic phenomena, and on the pronominal forms
of the verb.

It will be seen that the various tables introduced tliroughout
this paj>er to illustrate gi'ammatic forms are rather uneven, because
m many cases the writer lias not ventured to abstract the personal
terminations proper from the examples given in the authorities. It

will be remembered tiiat none of the older and only a few of the recent
writers take into account instrumental particles; the result (com-
bined with inaccurate phonetics) has been that often it is too haz-
ardous to venture an opinion as to what the form actually was.

Likewise the exclusive and inclusive first persons plural are frequently

not distinguished, and here the writer has had to follow his own
judgment.

In conclusion, his thanks are due his colleague. Dr. John R.Swanton,
for assistance in preparing the accompanying map (pi. 103).

Notes on Pronunciation

It is believed that the reader will have little trouble in understanding the symbols
employed in this paper, as much the same system is employed as in the Handbook of

American Indian Languages (Bulletin 40, B. A. E.). However, the following notes

may prove useful.

PlEGAN

:

X is post-palatal, approximately between German c/i in ich and ch in bach.

X is post-velar.

There are no sonant .stops.

Cheyenne:
M is a voiceless semivowel.
V is bilabial.

X is the surd velar spirant.

c is the surd alveolar spirant.

« and 6 (employed by R. Fetter) represent whispered vowels.

Arapaho:
X is the surd velar spirant.

^ is the same, weakly articulated.

'Bull, so, Bm. Anier. Ethnol.
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tc is an intermediate with predominating surd quality, approximately between
English ch in church and /' in judge.

6 is a pure sonant.

g is post-palatal ; its sonancy is not so marked as that of 6.

The surd stops are ordinarily unaspirated; when aspirated, the aspiration is indi-

cated by (').

e is very open

.

6 is a surd spirant articulated between the tongue and upper teeth, nearly on the fle^h.

(') indicates aspiration.

^ indicates the glottal stop.

« indicates the nasality of the vowel.

C'ree(Fort Totteni:
/ has the sound of obscure i.

e is long and close.

(') indicates an aspiration; it is approximately a weak.r; 't is apt to be heard as Ol.

Pure surd stops are easily distingui.shed, but the corresponding sonants are stronger

than those of English; final g gives almost the impression of aspirated k (k').

Cree (Rupert's Hou-se: see p. 247):

ts' is alveolar, between t3 and tc.

g is close and short.

Cree (Moose):
d has the sound of long close e.

MoNTAGNAis (from Doctor Sapir's notes):

ts' is palatized, between ts and tc.

e is long and very open.

Menominee:
e i and o u are nearly indistinguishable.

g is very strong; finally it gives nearly the same impression as aspirated k (k').

Fox, Sauk, and Kickapoo:
For Fox, see Handbook of American Indian Languages (Bull. 40, B. A. E.), pt. 1,

pp. 741-746.

Here it may be remarked that in all three dialects there are no true sonants; they

are much stronger than in English.

'k, 't, and 'p among the younger people are but feebly to be distinguished from /. /,

and p. respectively.

(f in Fox and Sauk is intermediate, nearly between ch in chill and / in judge; in

Kickapoo it is a pure tenuis, approaching ts.

The final vowels are spoken much more faintly by the younger generation than by
those advanced in years.

The writer believes Doctor Jones's hu< is ."iimply voiceless ic {w).

Shawnee:
Surd and sonant are difficult to distinguish.

d is the surd interdental spirant.

e I and o u are extremely difficult to distinguish.

The final vowels are somewhat more easily heard than in Fox. Sauk, and Kickapoo.
tc among the older generation is pronounced as such; among the younger people it

resembles more nearly ts in sound.

" and '" are consonants that are hardly .sounded—merely indicated—in words by
themselves; a vowel preceding renders them full sounding.

() indicates an arrest.

Ojibwa (of Bar^a)

:

d has the sound of o.

Algonkin (of Lemoine);
S has the sound of a.
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Ottawa:
I is long and close.

Surd and sonant (especially when final) are difficult to distinguish; final g has
nearly the same sound as k'

.

ij is post-palatal.

Delaware:
n\ etc. of Zeisberger indicates n followed by an obscure vowel.

Abnaki (of Sapir):

/ has the sound of i,

has the sound of close o.

4 has the sound of nasalized obscure a.

Malecite (of Sapir):

1 is long and very open.

p has the sound of p weakly articulated.

Passamaquoddy:
u has the sound of oo in good.

m is syllabic.

MicMAc: ,

g has the sound of velar g: a])t tci be heard as r.

I and n are syllabic.



ALGONQUIAN LINGUISTIC GROUPS

The Algonquian tribes linguistically fall into four major divisions,

namely: Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Eastern-Central. Each
division is discussed in the following pages under the appropriate

head. *

Blackfoot (Siksika)

This division includes the Piegan, Bloods, and Blackfeet proper.

According to Wissler,' the linguistic differences among the tribes

are mainly in the choice of words and idioms. The same authority

states that the Northern Blackfeet seem to differ more from the

Piegan than the latter do from the Bloods. The present writer can
describe only the language of the Piegan of Montana from personal

observation. It is characterized by an abundance of harsh conso-

nantic clusters and long consonants. The latter occur usually

between vowels but may occur in clusters. The first of the following

tables shows all the clusters ^ of two consonants found in one of the

writer's longer texts; the second, all the clusters of three consonants

in the same text

:

Initial
Second member of cluster

nant
1 k I p s Is tc

k

t

ks

ttc

m ms
s sk St sts ste

ts Isk tsp tss

X fk xt tp IS xtc

X xq XI xp xtc

Social Lite of the Blackfoot Indians, p. S, New York, 1911.

- In this and similar tables some combinations are given which are not clusters in the strictest sense of

the word, but they are introduced here for convenience and on account of their importance.

229
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Initial
\
2d conso- 3d conso-

consonant nant nant

It
( * s

k

ts P

X J
t

1 .'

P s
f *

n s A:

k

t

f k

I s

ts

«
s

I ts

la

Is X *

f i »
'

X 9 (

SUMMARY
Consonants permitted initially; k,t, p,n, s, ts, x, x.

Consonants permitted medially: g, k, t, s, ts, r.

Consonants permitted finally: k, t, p, s, ts.

It is likely that ts and tc represent a sound intermediate between
these two. The following clusters also were notetl in the same te.xt:

xqtt, slihs, stspss.

The following are all the clusters of two consonants found in three

texts of Northern Blackfoot taken down by Dr. Robert Lowie:

Initial
conso-
nant

Second raemlaer of cluster

Q

i: 9 t V s s ™
!

qs

k ks

V ps
i

t ak SI »P sis

I Ik rg It xp xs Its xm
ts Uk tS3

It is clear that xg is due to mishearing.
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The following table shows all the clusters of three consonants
in the same texts:

Initial
consonant

2d conso- 3d conso-
nant

1
nant

I- s k

V

k

s I

jl P

it

Is ', k

ts Is k
j

k

r J s

1
'

1
'

1 1

The following cluster of four consonants occurs in the same texts:

xlst.

It will be seen by comparing the tables of such other Algonquian
languages as have numerous clusters that such a condition as obtains
in Blackfoot (Piegan) is unique. So far as the Avriter can judge,

the clusters are genuine, not pseudo. The origin of most of them
is obscure.' Some are due to the assibilation of t before i.- It is

likely that the cluster sic is original, as can be demonstrated for st

in certain cases. For the latter, note nestoa^ i (chances not to occur
in the wTiter's texts); Cree nista i also; and the mstrumental si in

nitcitATiistdv/' i said to him (ni—dw^ i

—

him; stem Ani) is to be asso-

ciated with a similar instrumental in Cree.^

However, the formation of the verbal compounds is typically

Algonquian and most of the personal terminations of the present
independent mode are patently iUgonquian. The terminations in

-pinndn'^ (e. g., ni—pinndn'^ we [excl.]) are to be associated with
Fox -pen", Passamaquoddy -bAn. Similarly, lei—puwdwa ye, is to

be connected with Fox and Shawnee -pv/', Passamaquoddy -la. The
form hi—dwdiif- ye —him has an exact equivalent in Cree and Meno-
minee. The forms ni—dw'^, lei—aw" i

—

him, thou—him, respectively,

agree with Cree, Fox, Menominee, and Delaware (one form) as

opposed to Ojibwa, Algonkin, Shawnee, and Eastern Algoiupiian.
Forms hke hi—oxpinndn'^ we—thee, you (not in writer's texts;

based on Tims; cf. Uhlenbeck, op. cit., p. 8, bottom) certainly sug-

' For one or two probable sources Ijesides those given here, see p. 232.

= This change has been already noted by C. C. Uhlenbeck, Original Blackfoot Te.\ts, p. 95, Amsterdam,
1911.

' J. W. Tims, Grammar and Dictionary of the Blackfoot Language, London, 1889.

* J. Horden, Cree Grammar, p. 99, London, 1»8I.
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gest Passamaquoddy k—Ipen, which might be taken for Ic—ulpen, but
as a matter of fact the u has nothing to do Avith the termination;
owing to the phonetics of the language if a vowel following I is ehmi-
natetl, thereby causing the I to become final or immediately to pre-

cede a consonant, the preceding vowel takes an o or a u tinge (see

the discussion of Eastern Algonquian, p. 283). Now is it not possible

that there is a similar phenomenon in Piegan and that the termina-

tion should really be given as lei—xpinndn", in which the x represents

a secondary change of original n, as does the I of the Passamaquoddy
form ? ' The same query would apply to certain other forms not
dealt with here.

To judge from Tims, the termination for we(exc\.)—him agrees in

formation with Cree and Ojibwa. The agreement with the latter is

no doubt purely fortuitous.

Forms like nestoa (Tims) i show agreement with Cree.

According to the writer's information some demonstrative pronouns
have reference to the state of the object designated, that is, whether
at rest or in motion; but some informants contradict this. It is a

matter that deserves special attention.

Summing up, we may say that though Blackfoot must be classed

apart from Eastern-Central Algonquian, it has the closest affinities

to Fox, Eastern Algonquian, and Cree.

Cheyenne

Cheyenne possesses consonantic clusters, though not in so great

profusion as Piegan. By consulting the various tables it will be seen

that some of the clusters are peculiar to the language. As is men-
tioned more than once in this paper, the fact that such Algonquian
languages as have numerous clusters differ wth respect to the types

of clusters tends to show that most of these are unoriginal.

The following clusters of two consonants were noted in three of

the writer's Cheyenne texts:

Initial
Second member ot cluster

sonant
J: t n s c u V

( tk Its

n ns nc

s sk St sts

c ck ct cv

ts tsk tsn

X zk n IS Its

V vs vc

' Or it may be that the original sound is lost and that the x is an accretion, as x in ki—irpuwdwa, ye—
ME (of. Fox ke—ipwa).
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The clustei- tsii so far as noted is- a pseiulo-cluster, but the others,

so far as the writer has been able to analyze them, are genuine.

The following clusters of three consonants were noted in the same
texts: nst, xst, ?nst, nsts, stn, the last being certainly a false one.

The following clusters were noted as occurring finally: sts, ns, nsts

xs, vs. A single cluster (st) was observed initially, and that but
once; hence it is likely an initial vowel was not heard.

The origin of the clusters that apparently are genuine is practi-

cally unknown. One case of xj) seems merely to have developed
from p, e. g., woxpi white (Fox wdpi). The clusters sic and st are

probably original (see discussion of Cree, p. 238. Unfortunately the

writer has not been able to find corresponding expressions in Cree
for such Cheyenne words as possess these clusters).

There are a number of words of patent Algonquian origm. Exam-
ples are: icoxpi white, maho'wi'W'' wolf, nic two, nive four,
inataxtu" ten, matama"' old woman, no, and, misi eat, mi give,

ami MOTE.
It should be notetl that under unknown conditions Central Algon-

quian n appears as t (compare the treatment in Cree, p. 239; but the

two languages do not agree wholly in the usage); furthermore, this

secondary t, as well as original t, becomes ts before a palatal vowel.

Examples are Jiitxm" man (Fox ineniw'^), nitanowitatsi'm"- let us
GAMBLE TOGETHER (is'i = Fox, etc, t%) . Original Ic under unknown
conditions appears as n. Tliis, together with the other phonetic

changes stated above, renders most o'f the forms of the independent
mode intelhgible. Thus, m

—

ts i

—

thee; ni—tsernfi i—you; ni—
tsemeno we(cxc1.)—thee; ni—emend thou—us(excl.).' It will be
noted that the structure for i

—

you, we (excl.)

—

thee agrees with
Natick, Algonkin, and Peoria. The terminations for we (excl. and
incl.), intransitive, approximate the Ojibwa type. The termination

for YOU (intrans.) is ni—m" (Petter ni—me), which phonetically

approximates Algonkin, Ottawa, and Ojibwa rather than Peoria.

(It may here be mentioned that Peoria, Ottawa, and Ojibwa all

belong to the same division of the Central Algonquian languages.)

The termination for WE(excl.)

—

him (na—on, Petter) has a corre-

spondent in Natick and Eastern Algonquian. The terminations with
the tliird person singular animate as subject are obscure. Those
with the inanimate plural as objects patently are to be connected with
the nominal suffix for the inanimate plural. With the assumption
that original intervocalic g is lost, some additional forms take on a

more Algonquian appearance. So violent a change is paralleled by
the apparent change of -p{A)m^ to -m- and -p{.A)tr- to -xt-.

' The last three forms are taken from Rodolphe Fetter's Sketch of the Cheyenne Grammar, in Mem.
Amer. Anthr. Ass., i, pt. G, 1907.
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Cheyenne possesses a mode tha* is frequently used in narration as

an indicative; it happens that but few of the forms occur in the
writer's texts. The thirti person singular animate, intransitive, ends
in -s: the third person plural animate, intransitive, in -urns (the initial

sound is represented by w merely for convenience. The writer has

been unable to determine its exact value ; it is heard now as v, now
as u\: the only thmg absolutely certain is that it is bilabial) ; he—him
is-^s; THEY (an.)

—

him -oivus: to distinguish tliird persons, the intran-

sitive third person has an obviative -niwus. Assuming the phonetic
change of tc to s, it will be seen that the forms resemble the Fox,
Shawnee, and Peoria conjunctive. The ni of -niwus corresponds to

the ni of Fox -nitci, etc.

The termination of the plural inanimate can be derivetl from the
normal Central Algonquian termination by the phonetic laws stated

above. At the same time it greatly resembles the Natick and Piegan
forms, which apparently can not be derived from this source.

Summing up, we may say that although Cheyenne must be classed

as a distinct major branch of Algonquian languages, yet it has close

affinities with the Ojibwa division of the Eastern-Central major divi-

sion; but as consonantic clusters beginning with a nasal and followed

bj- a stop are not permitted, and the clusters sic and st occur, we
must assume rather a more northern origin. If the Moiseyu really

are the Monsoni, as James Mooney thinks (Mem. Anthr. Ass., i,

369, 1907), there is historical support for this assumption. The
fact that Natick in the ending of the termination of the present

independent mqde resembles the Ojibwa type probably led Petter
(ibid., 447) to consider Cheyenne ' closer to Natick. The latter

does permit consonantic clusters with a nasal as the prior member
antl a stop as the second member, but it does not agree entirely with
Ojibwa in this usage; note especially the present suppositive (sub-

junctive) mode. But it should be noted that the cluster st is not
permitted, though si: is; aiul the cluster st is a distinct trait of

Algonquian languages of northern origui (cf. Eastern Algonquian,
Montagnais, Cree, Blackfoot).

Arapaho

This division in<>ludes Arapaho proper, Gros Ventre (Atsina), two
dialects that are on the verge of extinction, and one dialect that at

present is either absolutely extinct or is spoken by only veiy few indi-

1 According to the writer's present information there are two Sutaio (a tribe that Ijecame incorporated

with the Cheyenne) who can still speali their owni language, namely, Wliite Bull (Ice) of the Northern Chey-
enne and IjCft H and Bull of the Southern Chej'etme. Unfortunately t he former ceased work before any texts

could be secured from him, and the WTitcr has heard only recently of the latter's ability to speak his own
language. For this reason no accurate idea of the language can be given here. Cheyenne traditions are

unanimous, however, in staling that the language was intelligible to the Cheyenne.
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viiluals. The writer can describe from personal investigation only

Arapaho proper ; he has been informed by members of tliis tribe that

Gros Ventre is readily understood by them. According to Dr. A. L.

Kroeber, the dialect mentioned as possibly absolutely extinct closely

resembled Blackfoot ; according to information received, the Piegan of

Montana say a body of them joined the Arapaho and still speak their

own language. Tliis matter recpiires careful investigation. It is to be

hoped that Doctor Kroeber will publish at an early date his compara-

tive vocabularies of the dialects and also those phonetic laws of

Arapaho proper that he has discovered and courteously communicated
to the writer.

That Ai'apaho is an Algonquian language is shown by such words
as Mne'n man, ni^se^e my elder brother, no^Hane^ my daughter,
nl'm,* MY grandchild, nls^ two, Tvdsa three, ye'-n^ folti, hdtdtAx ten,

hdteM OLD WOMAN, nefd my heart, ha'sitd^'^ it is hot; as well as by
the system of the possessive pronouns. Some of the more radical

phonetic changes that the author has obser\'ed (some of these had
been anticipated by Doctor Kroeber) are tc becomes 0: -niO, Fox -nitc';

p becomes d: netc' water. Fox nep^, nUc my arrow, Fox nip'; Tc be-

comes li: Jii- THY, Fox ke-, Mw^ not, Ojibwa Icdwin; p becomes gQc):

sislga^ dltck, Fox ncrp"; w becomes ?;,• no^lcu r.4.bbit, Ojibwa wd'pos;

m becomes h (and w?).- hdtchi old woman, Fox metemo", hdtdtAX ten;

shw becomes x': wax''^ bear, Cree IuasIcwa, Fox ma'Tcuf-. With tlie

assumption that y becomes n, and (7 + , a final whispered A'owel, becomes
^, a number of verbal pronominal forms grow clearer in formation.

(How these changes may distort words almost beyond recognition

may be shown by niHcehgahut' he runs by: ni{^) is a common verbal

prefix (0; tceh = Fox pemi; gdhu = Fox -pnho-; -t' the pronominal

ending.) Doctor Kroeber has akeady remarked that in nominal
forms the inanimate and animate plurals are not distinguished, though
they are in verbal forms.' The exclusive and inclusive first person

plurals are not distinguished in verbal forms, according to information

received by the writer, but they certainly are in the jjossessive pro-

nouns. It is thus seen that Ai'apaho has become very specialized.

In the writer's judgment, no Algonquian language has deviated

farther fi'om the normal.

Arapaho is characterized by very weak nasal vowels, which when
pronounced rapidly, however, betray scarcely any nasality. The
glottal stop is extremely common. There are a number of conso-

nantic clustei's, but none of more than two consonazits.

1 See Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History, vol. x>in, p. 5, 1902.
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The following table shows all the consonantic clusters found in the

writer's Arapalio notes of 1912:

Initial
conso-
nant

Arapaho

Second member of cluster

k I t n (c 5

/ tn t

6 bg bn bs

s sk St sn s

X 19 It in lie

It has not been feasible to separate genuine and pseudo clusters.

The X before t and tc is exceedingly weak. The clusters in tlie

writer's Arapaho notes of 1910 were of the same general character

but contained dg, dd, 9n, and vn also. No clusters begin or end a

word.
It will be seen that the clusters differ fundamentally in character

from those of Piegan, Cheyenne, and Eastern Algonquian. Tliis fact

points deciiledly to the clusters, with certain exceptions, in aU of these

languages as secondary in nature antl not original.

The grammatical analysis is extremely diflicult. It is clear that

many secondary phonetic changes have taken place in the welded
verbal compound, and so have obscured the stems. However, a

sufficient number are clear enough to warrant the assertion that the

general structure of Arapaho agrees essentially with the general

analysis of Algonquian given by Dr. William Jones. The instru-

mental particles occur in the correct position. Of these the writer

has been able to recognize b (Fox, etc., m; no m exists in Arapalio),

n, h, t, w.

The personal pronouns of the independent motle (with certain

apparent exceptions in the negative verb) are suflixed. Here is a

very striking difference between Arapaho and normal Algonquian.
The fact that the terminations are suffixed (not partially prefixed and
partially suffixed) suggests that in origin they are conjunctive endings

(compare Micmac), and so far as the writer has been able to find cog-

nates at all for them (in only a decidetl minority of instances) , it has

been with the terminations of tliis mode. Doctor Kroeber, above cited,

has noted that Cheyenne rir- as the prefix of the second person singu-

lar, independent mode, apparently corresponds with Arapaho -n.

This tlie writer considers improbable, as it would be incredible that in

Arapaho a verbal pronoun that in all other Algonquian languages is

prefixed, should be suflixed.
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There are some formations that seem thoroughly im-AIgonquian

;

e. g. hedo''hol- he, she told him, her, them (an.), the obviative of

wliich is Mde%ol\ This formation is rare; the writer has met it but
a few times, always in words of the same, or approximately the same,
meaning. The stem of the examples given is hoi:; he is allied with
hei; so far as known at present there are no phonetic equivalents for

the incorporated proiiominal elements in any other Algonquian lan-

guage. The prefixing of the termination for he—him, her, them (an.)

before the initial stem is thoroughly un-Algonquian, and can not be
paralleled elsewhere in these languages. The occurrence of the
objective pronominal elements immediately after an initial prefix ( ?)

is another anomaly.
To sum up, Arapaho seems to have become specialized at an early

period, but it is likely that when the phonetics of the language are

better understood more points in common with Eastern-Central
Algonquian will become apparent; and it is possible that borrowing
from a non-Algonquian stock may be shown.

Eastern-Central

Although the Eastern branch presents considerable differences

from the Central branch—chiefly in the abundance of consonantic
clusters—it is perfectly obvious that, compared with Blackfoot,
Cheyenne, or Arapaho, it belongs intimately with the Central group.
See the discussion of Eastern Algonquian (p. 280).

central subtype

All these dialects are very intimately connected. To say that one
dialect is not closely connected with another means merely that the
relations between the two are not so close as between one of the
dialects and a third. The lexical correspondence is verv' marked and
the correspondence in the grammatical terminations is close. In the
independent mode (or indicative mode) the correspondence is not so
close as in the subjunctive. The reason for this is probably that in

the latter case there is nothing to connect the personal endings
with, and that in transitive forms the single pronouns (which are
always suffixed) expressing both subject and object are so specialized

that it is not possible readily to analyze them into their component
elements, whereas the pronominal endings of the independent mode
are unquestionably to be associated with the possessive pronouns
and therefore vary more. (The Sauk, Fox, and Elickapoo forms
in -pena, the Shawnee forms in -pe, and the Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo,
and Shawnee forms in -pwa are wholly anomalous.) However, in

the case of the independent mode, the analysis is far clearer than in
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Other modes. The transitive forms are basetl mainly on tlie combin-
ation of intransitive ones, sometimes part being prefixed and part

suffixed, or both parts are suffixed. In certain forms it is necessary
to assume certain pronominal elements which are totally unconnected
with the possessive or independent pronouns, but which nevertheless

reoccur in other modes than the independent.

The writer's classification of the dialects of the Central subtype is

based on a study of the present independent and subjunctive modes,
together with phonetic and a few other considerations.

It is possible to formulate certain subdivisions of the group. These
are

—

Cree-Montagnais.

Menominee.
Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, together with Shawnee, the last-named being

somewhat removed from them.
Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Ottawa, Algonkin, with Peoria somewhat

removed from them,
Natick.

Delaware.

It may be further noted that Cree-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk,
Fox, Kickapoo, and Shawniee collectively form a unit as compared
with any other of the subdivisions.

Cree-Montagnais .

Cree is characterized by the maintenance of the clusters sic, sp, st

(clc, cp, ct), which in other members of the Central group (with certain

limitations noted below) are converted to '1-, 'p, 't, respectively.' It is a

special point of contact with Eastern Algonquian that these are like-

wise retained in them. Examples are Cree amisk (Lacombe) beaver,
Stockbridge (Edwards) amisque, Ojibwa ami'lc, Delaware amoebic,

Fox ame'Jcw'^ (Shawnee liamalcwa, Gatschet), Peoria amiilcvm, Abnaki
pep8n-emesk8 (Rasles) winter beaver, Micmac pul-umskw beaver
OF THIRD year;^ Crec miskawew he finds him, her, Malecite mus-
Tcuwan he found her, Natick miskom he finds it. Fox me'kawmv'^
he finds him, her; Cree isTnoe-u m^oman, Micmac l-esigd-eshw" old
WOMAN, Natick squaw, Fox i'lcwdw"-, Ojibwa i'l:wd, Delaware
uxkwdu (Sapir) ; Cree mAshwA bear. Fox ma'lcw"', Shawnee '"'l-wa,

Peoria maxkica, Ojibwa malcwa, Natick mosq; Cree isJipimik above,
Ojibwa isJipiming, Menominee icpdmiyA above, Penobscot spumlci

1 Moreover, under unkno^ii conditions a sibilant is retained before fc in Fox, Ojibwa, etc., and these agree

in the retention or loss of the sibilant.

2 Rand, Dictionary of the Language of Ihe Micmac Indians, Halifax, 1888.
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HEAVEN, Abnaki spemk, Passamaquoddy spemeTc high, Shawnee
spemegi above (in the sky), Fox a'pemegi, Peoria pdrningi; Cree
micpun it snows, Fox me'pu- to snow, Natick muhpoo it snows

;

Cree mictig wood, Fox me'tegwi, Shawnee '"tegwi, Menominee meHig
(probable mishearing for me tig), Ojibwa mi tig (Jones), me^tig (Turtle

Mountain, Michelson), Natick mehtug, Delaware mehittuck, Minsi
micMulc.^

It should be noted likewise that Cree t{tt) corresponds under
unknown conditions to 71 (or its phonetic correspondent) in the other

Centi'al Algonquian languages as well as in Eastern Algonquian. Thus
Cree atak star. Fox Andgw", Shawnee alagwa, Peoria alangwa,
Ojibwa anang, Delaware allanque, Natick anogJcs; Cree atim. dog,
Fox Anemo'", Natick anum, Delaware allum, Ojibwa animosh, Malecite

ulamus (the last two really are dimhiutives).'

Below ^\^I1 be found tables for the Cree present indicative and sub-
junctive-participial modes.^ The phonetic laws stated above should
be kept in mind to see the correspondence with other Algonquian
languages.

1 It is gathered from Doctor Gatschet's notes on the pronunciation and his graphic fluctuation of fc, 'k,

xk in the same words when corresponding to Cree sk, that the true value in Peoria is 'k . By this is inferred

the same regarding p. Examples are lacking to show the correspondent to Cree st, but the inference made
at any rate is plausible. The writer's conclusions regarding Fox, Sauk, Kickapoo are based on Doctor Jones's
and his own texts; those on Shawnee are from Doctor Gatschet's graphic variants as well as the author's
own notes (but apparently there arc also some secondary changes in Shawnee): those on Menominee rest

on the writer's own notes; those on Ojibwa are formed mainly from a study of Doctor Jones's texts, though
partly from the writer's notes; in other cases the assumption rests on analogy. The quotations from Ihe
manuscripts of the late Doctor Jones are available through the liberality of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington. Most of the Ojibwa words cited in this paper are from Baraga; they are easily distinguLshed by
lack of most diacritical marks and by the use of s?i for c. Similarly, the Cree of the writer can be easily

distinguished from that of Horden or Lacombe. Such words and grammatical terminations as are taken
from or based on Doctor Sapir's held notes on Cree, Montagnais, Abnaki, Malecite, and Delaware, are
expressly noted as such.

2.\bnaki wdamis his dog, Passamaquoddy ndemis MY DOG, both cited by Prince, are forms puzzling to
the writer. See American Anthropologist. N. s., iv, 316, 317, 324, 684. Even so, the statement that Cree
; can correspond to n, etc., of the other dialects, will stand.

'These are extracted from Horden (Cree Grammar, London, 1881) with the exception of the inani-

mate forms both as subjects and objects, which are extracted from Lacombe. The latter forms are not
readily found in Horden and the table in Lacombe is highly confusing in other forms. That the forms
exist in Moose Cree is shown by the texts in Horden "s Grammar.
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While at Carlisle in the winter of 1911-12 the writer had an oppor-
tunity of studying for a brief period the Cree spoken at Fort Totten,
North Dakota. Below are tables for the present independent mode
and for what was intended (by the WTiter) to be the subjunctive of
the same tense. Apparently there was some misunderstandmg, for

the forms of the latter correspond with Lacombe's "suppositif" of
the "subjonctif" and Horden's future tense of the subjunctive.

20903° —28 ETH—12 16
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We will first discuss tlie indicative forms. In the following Mon-
tagnais is left out, as the relations of Cree antl Montagnais are treated
specially below. Here it is sufficient to say that the two witli pho-
netic differences are essentially a linguistic unit. Statistics follow

:

I—YOU (pi.) no correspondent; composed of the intrans. forms for

I and YOU with plionetic changes.

I—HIM agreement with F., Men., D. (one form).'

I—THEM an. agreement with F., Men., D. (one form).

I—IT agreement with Men., A., Oj.

I—THEM inan. agreement with Men., S.

WE (expl.) intrans. agreement with D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—THEE agreement with D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—YOU agi'eement with D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—HIM agreement with Oj., A., D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—THEM an. agreement with Oj., A., N.
WE (excl.)—IT agi'eement with A.

WE (excl.)—THEM inan. formation same as we (excl.)

—

it.

WE (incl.) intrans. (Horden) no correspondent.

WE (incl.) in(rans. (Fort Totten) agreement with Oj., A.
WE (incl.)—HIM (Horden); cf. Men.^
WE (incl.)—HIM (Fort Totten) agreement Oj., A.

WE (incl.)—THEM an. (Horden) no correspondent, cf. Men.^
WE (incl.)—THEM an. (Fort Totten) agi-eement with Oj., A.
WE (incl.)—IT (one form, Lacombe) no correspondent.
WE (incl.)—IT (one form, Lacombe; Fort Totten) agreement

with A.

WE (incl.)—THEM inan. formation same as we (incl.)

—

it.

THOU—us (excl.) no correspondent; composetl of thou intrans.

+ i + ndn: cf. Fox I'e—ipena for the formation.

thou—him agreement with Men., F., D. (one form).
THOU—THEM an. agreement with ^len., F. D.
thou—IT agreement with Men., Oj., A.
THOU—THEM inan. formation the same as thou—it.

YE intrans. no correspondent; same formative elements found in

YE ME.
YE—ME no correspondent; composed of the intrans. form for ye +i.
YE—us (excl.) no correspondent; formation precisely the same as

THOU—us (excl.).

YE

—

him agreement with Men., D. (one form); cf. also Oj., A., S.,

N., Pass.

1 The following are the principal abbreviations used in this paper: A., Algonkin; an., animate; C,
Cree; D., Delaware; excl., exclusive: F., Fox; inan.. inanimate; incl., inclusiA-e; M., Micmac; Men.,
Menominee; Mont., Montagnais; N., Natick; Oj., ojibwa; Ot.. Ottawa; P., Peoria; Pass., Passania-
ipioddy; Pol., I'otawatomi: S., Shawnee. '

2 Lacombe ^ives a variant that agrees absohitcly wilh Menominee.
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YE—THEM an. agreement with Men., D. (one form); cf. also Oj.

A., S., N.
TE—IT no correspondent; cf. Oj., A., S.

rE—THEM inan. formation the same as te—it.

HE—us (excl.) agreement with F., Oj., A., D. (one fomi).

HE—us (inch; Horden) agreement witli Men.
HE—us (inch; Fort Totten) agreement with F., Oj., A. (D. ?).

HE—YOU agi'eemeut with F., Men.
HE—HIM agreement with F., Men. (N.?).

HE—THEM an. agreement with F., Men.
HE—IT agreement with F., 'Men., P., Oj. (one form).

HE—THEM inan. agreement with F., Men., P.

THEY an.—us (excl.) agi'eement withF., Oj., A., N., D. (one form).

THEY an.—us (inch; Ilorden) agreement with Men.
THEY an.—us (inch; Fort Totten) agreement with F., Oj., D.

THEY an.—YOU agi-eement with F., Men., D.

THEY an.—HIM agi'eement with F., Men.
THEY an.—THEM an. agreement mth F., Men.
THEY' an.—IT agi'eement mth F., Men., P.

THEY an.—THEM inan. agreement with F., Men., P.

THEY inan. no correspondent.

Common Central Algonqiiian agreements are naturally not included

in the above statistics. Phonetic changes have caused certain termi-

nations to resemble Ojibwa rather than Fox, e. g., he—me, thee, but

these are not included, as the formation is identical. The customary
final n is not here added to the forms for i and thou when intransitive,

as it seems to be purely a phonetic product. The forms for they
an.—ME, thee look strange in comparison with other Algonquian
languages, but in the winter's opinion a phonetic archaism is the dis-

turbing factor.

It may be mentioned here that in the statistics given in the dis-

cussion of other Central Algonquian languages they inan. intrans. is

not noted, as all agree (so far as material is available), as opposed to

Cree. It -will be seen that the greatest number of agreements is -vvith

Menominee, with Fox (Sauk and Kickapoo) second, and Delaware,

Ojibwa, and Algonkin about equal, in the thu-d place. The statistics

likewise show that the unity of Cree-Montagnais, jMenominee, Sauk,

Fox, Kickapoo, and Shawnee mentioned on page 2.38 applies espe-

cially to Cree-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo. It

is due almost entirely to the very intimate relationship between Sauk,

Fox, Ivickapoo on the one hand and Shawnee on the other (see

pp. 252, 258) that the last-mentioned language must be attached to

the group. (Sauk, Fo.x. Kickapoo are practically one language, with
slight variations (see pj). 252, 258). In the entire discussion of the
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statistics throughout tliis paper it is understood that all are in agree-

ment, uiiless the contrary is expresslj^ stated.)

Tlie discussion of the subjunctive-participial does not require such
elaborate statistics.

The valiant forms of the third person plural animate both as sub-

ject and object, ending in -w, are stated by Horden to be distinctive of

East Main Cree, with the exception of the variants for they an.

—

him,

THEM an. wliich occur elsewhere as well. The forms under discussion

closely resemble the correspondents in Menominee, Algonkin, Ojibwa,
and (to a lesser extent) Ottawa. (In Ojibwa they an.—us excl.

has different formation, but has the characteristic ending.) More-
over, the respective forms of the second table of Fort Totten Cree
(wliich is discussed below) show the same general structure. The
other forms of tlie third person an. plural as both subject and object

(except HE—THEM an., wliich is a true subjunctive) correspond to the
Fox, Shawnee, and Ojibwa participial—not subjunctive. Even so,

THEY an.—us (excl.) agrees with Fox (and approximates the Shawnee
form), not Ojibwa. i

—

you agrees with Menominee, Ojibwa, and
Algonkin. ave (excl.)

—

thee, you is a true active common Central
Algonquian form as opposed to the Ojibwa (and probably Potawa-

tomi) correspondents, which are passives in structure.

Outside the above, excluding phonetic differences, as the presence

of the nasal in Ojibwa (also in Delaware), the agreement between
Cree, Ojibwa, and Fox in this mode is remarkable. It is a matter
of gi'eat regret that hardly a single transitive form of the Peoria sub-

junctive or participial is found among Doctor Gatschet's papers. The
terminations of the participial, subjunctive, and conjunctive modes
are closely allied in Algonquian (compare the tables in the Hand-
book of American Indian Languages). Fortunately Doctor Gatschet
has left examples of transitive forms of the Peoria conjunctive, so

we can make some conjectures concerning the subjunctive. It pos-

sessed the nasal as in Ojibwa, anil the forms for tlie third person
plural animate, both as subject and object, corresponded exactly
with the exception of we inch

—

them an., they an.

—

him, them
an., to Ci'ee. The personal terminations for we—thee, you (pi.)

were the true active ones; he—us (excl.) agreed with Fox and Cree,

as also that for they an.—i^s (excl.). (For the last two cf. Shaw-
nee, Algonkin, and Menominee.) The form for i

—

you (pi.) agreed
with Ojibwa, Algonkin, and Cree. Herein we find an important
point of contact with Peoria. (See, however, p. 271.) It should be
noted that the Micmac conjunctive agrees partially with Peoria in

having forms for the third person plural animate both as subject

and object that correspond to tiie Fox participial, not conjunctive.

We may accordingly conjecture that the ^licmac subjunctive agrees

partially with Cree in the same way. This together with the reten-
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tion of the consonantic clusters si-, sp, st constitute important points

of contact between Cree and Eastern Algonquian. The Natick present

subjunctive approximates closely to the Fox present subjunctive and

so agrees to a certain extent with Cree, but it should be noticed that

practically all the forms with the third person animate, singular and

plural, as subject are entirely different in structure from either the

Cree or the Fox coiTespondents. The Delaware subjunctive shows

marked peculiarities of its own and therefore jjresents few points of

agreement with Cree, none in fact which are not shared by other

Central Algonc|uian languages.

The discussion of the second table of Fort Totten Cree must neces-

sarily be brief, as the sole object of its introduction is to illustrate

the variant forms of East Main Cree with the third person plural as

subject and object in the present subjunctive, and the correspondents

in Menominee and Ojibwa. As is stated above, the table really corre-

sponds with Horden's future tense of the subjunctive and Lacombe's

"suppositif " of the "subjonctif." The forms for he, they an.

—

us (excl. and inch), you are certainly passives in formation (cf. the

Ottawa correspondents of the subjunctive); but in every case

Lacombe gives variants which are actives, and Horden gives these

alone. Again the variants given by Lacombe for we (excl. andincl.)

—HIM, THEM an.; ye—him, them an. (which alone are given by
Horden) in structure have the same formation as the correspond-

ents of the present subjunctive. The Fort Totten Cree forms are

composed of the respective intransitive subjects combined with the

common objective form of tlie thu-d person animate, namely a, wMch
undergoes phonetic change before the initial y of the suffixes (the

forms given by Lacombe do not show this change). The forms of

the Fort Totten Cree in which the animate objects are plural exliibit

the identical formation but have the characteristic w suffix. (The

form given in the table for ye—them an. is reconstructed by the

writer; the form -Atwdwi, obtained by direct cjuestioning, is surely

due to some misunderstanding, as it patently is the form for thou—
them an. It should be noticed that in the forms for we (excl. and

incl.)

—

him; we (excl.)

—

thee, you; thou, y'e—us (excl.) Lacombe's

Cree terminates in -i, not -u as Fort Totten Cree does. In the forms

for WE (excl. and incl.) intransitive, we (excl. and incl.)

—

it, them
(inan.), Lacombe gives forms witli both -i and -u. Horden gives

only the forms with -a (his transcription for long close |) corre-

sponding to Lacombe's -i. Fort Totten Cree in these personal

ternainations has -n, and this only. It sliould be mentioned that

corresponding to Horden's t before -a (his symbol for long close

«), the Cree of Lacombe and of Fort Totten have tc (tj in Lacombe)

before -i tliroughout. Again, Horden's Cree in the form for t:e
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intrans. ends in -wd. whereas Lacombe's and Fort Totten Cree end
in -u. It should be added that Laconibe in the forms for he—them
an. and they an.

—

it, them inan. gives variants which resemble the

corresponding subjunctive (participial) ones in structure, as well as

forms which agree with the Fort Totten correspondents. It need
scarce be said that neither Lacombe nor Horden- distinguishes surd
and sonant, nor 'Ic from Jc, in his paradigms.

The formation of a preterite with a suffix pun in both the indica-

tive and the subjunctive is an important point of contact with Ojibwa
(see the discussion of that language, p. 269).

Another special point of contact witli Peoria that should be noted
is that the inanimate plural, nominative, ends in -a; yet notwith-

standing these points of contact with Cree, Peoria (as will be shown
later) belongs rather with Ojibwa.

The dialectic variations as nina i, nira, nlya, nlda are well known
and need no discussion. However, it should be mentioned that the

so-called Cree of Rupert's House ' is not Cree at all, but Montagnais.
This the writer infers from a comparison of Doctor Sapir's notes on
the Cree of Rupert's House with his notes on Montagnais, as well as

with Lemoine's Dictionnaire Fran^ais-Montagnais (Boston, 1901).

The following (taken from Sapir's manuscripts) will illustrate the
point under consideration: mA'slcwAts' bears, nikA'm(rwats they
SING, ts" inikA'viQn thou singest. (See the discussion of Montagnais
below.) According to Skinner (loc. cit.), the Fort George Indians
speak the same dialect as those at Rupert's House.

MONTAGNAIS

As was stated above, excluding phonetic changes Montagnais is

practically the same language as Cree. Some of the phonetic changes
which Montagnais has suffered are: h (Cree k, Fox k) becomes tsh

before i (Fox e and %, Cree e) , tshi- thou (verbal) , Fox ke-, Cree fce-,

tshi- initial stem meaning completion. Fox ki[ci]-, Cree ke-; k (Cree k,

Fox g) becomes ts before final i and e, even if these are lost, -uts

(ending of animate pi. of nouns), Cree -uk, Fox -Ag^, -uts (third person
pi. animate, in(le])endent mode, intransitive), Cree -wuk, Fox -WAg^, -ts

(sign of locative singular animate), Cree -k, Fox -g^, -iats (first jierson

pi. excl. intransitive, subjunctive mode) , Cree -yak, Fox -ydg^; sk before

i becomes ss; Cree askiy land, Montagnais assi (Fox a'k') : ts?i[i]t (Fox
k[e]t) becomes st, stuki thy ear, as compared with utuki his ear, tshiiu

THY BODY, kutaui thy father, staiamiau thou prayest, as compared
with ntaiamiau i pray; t[u]k becomes ts before e, -tse (sign of the dubi-

tative), Cree -tokd, Fox -tuge; k[e]sh becomes tsh, tsMuelin thou art
HUNGRY for ke + sh-; tc[i]k[i] becomes ts, -ats (subj . mode ; third per-

1 Skinner, Notes on the Eastern Cree and Northern Saulteaux, p. 11, New York, 1911.
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son pi. an. subj., third person sing. an. object) as compared with
Cree -atcil-, Fox (participial) -dtcig'; sl-[i]k[i] becomes ss, -ss (subj.

mode, third pi. an. subj., second person sing, object), Cree -sMlc, Fox
-Icig' (part.). Further, it may be noted that final -w", w' after con-

sonants, has a history in Montagnais different from that in Cree.

Observe Montagnais ni—Jcu he—me (independent mode), Cree ne—Ic,

Fox ne—gv/^, tshi—l-u he—thee (independent mode), Cree Jce—Ic,

Fox Ice—gwa, --itu (first person pi. inch of subjunctive), Cree -yule,

Fox -ijAgiv^. These phonetic changes are of extremely wide appli-

cation. It is unnecessary to give tables showing the verbal termina-

tions as they agree with those of Cree. It may be noted that -w

corresponds to Cree -w and -au to Cree -ow, except in the first person

pi. inch, where we find -u. The reason for the latter is not clear.

After emphasizing the essential unity of Cree and ^lontagnais it

may be well to point out some individual traits of the latter. In the

fii'st place though there is a pan (Cree pun) preterite, it is confined to

the indicative and does not occur in the subjunctive. Another point

is that the "suppositif" of the mode "subjonctif" is clearly allied

to the Fox potential subjunctive for which there is no correspondent in

Cree (compare Mont, -iahuhue we iexcl.),-i]cualcuewE {incl. ) ,-ielcuelcue

TE ^\^th Fox -yAgdge'^, -y.igAguy, -ydgdgu'"-, respectively). The other

intransitive persons in Montagnais have the characteristic Jcu but
have no correspondents in Fox. The transitive forms do not corre-

spond closely, though there are resemblances between the two lan-

guages; hence tables are not given. In closing, it may be added that

the Montagnais on—me, etc., has the appearance of a passive in

structure, but there are several points which are not clear. (The

above examples of Montagnais and Cree are taken, respectively, from
Lemoinc and Hortlen, with the exception of Cree ashiy, wliich is from
Lacombe. It will be seen by consulting the tables of Fort Totten

Cree that the terminal I- of Hbrden is doubtless the strong (impure)

sonant g of the former. Fox, Sauk, Kickapoo, Ottawa, etc. A couple

of examples of Sapir's Montagnais, h'inipahd'ivAts thou killest

THEM an. (Fox l-enepahdwAg') , is'lnipahe'wAis he killed them an.

(Fox IclcinepalidwAg^) , ichwe'wAts women (Fox i'hwdwAg^) , illustrate

the principles mentioned above. The WTiter suspects that Skinner's

tci a (Rupert's House Cree) thou is rcall}' ts'lya. The initial ts' at

once classes the word as Montagnais. It is true that according to

Lemoine the ordinaiy Montagnais correspondent has I, not y; but it

should be noticed that in Cree dialoctically Mya occurs (see Horden,
Cree Grammar, p. 3, London, ISSl; Lacombe, Dictionnaire de la

Langue des Cris, p. xv, Montreal, 1874). The Rupert's House Cree

then would corresponil to this.)

In discussing the relations of other Eastern-Central Algonquian

languages, it is understood that Montagnais agrees ^\^th Cree unless
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the contrary is expressly mentioned. Hence the fact that Montag-
nais sometimes is not mentioned merely means that it agrees with

Cree.
Menominee

Menominee is characterized by peculiar consonantic clusters due
to the elimination of the final i of initial stems; thus, wapma'uMjf
THEY BEGAN TO CRY (FoX Wdp\-) , WdpketcpipA'xtaW'^ HE BEGAN TO
RUN SWIFTLY (Fox w'fflpi-, Ice'tci-), nikeaiidwa'iLiAg i have seen them
(Fox neMcindwawAg') , Mtcmd'wAg they are crying hard (Fox
ke'tchnaiydVMg^), l:es\nw^ he has come (Fox M.crpydw"') , Hl-esme-

IcdnegundWAg they fought us (Fox lielcicimigdt^he gundvAg'). This

elimination may cause a double consonant, as inimnnvJcdtowAg they
fought as they went along (Fox pemi + pydmlgdtlwAg')

,
piprimni-

esew"- he went past easing himself (Fox pemi + pydmtsiw'')

,

icd\)inpA'xtau-'° ' he began to run (Fox ivdpi + pyd-). The combi-
nation of the subordinating particle as with initial stems also

gives rise to clusters—for example, AspemdtiseyA we shall live.

The only true consonantic clusters that occur within the same mor-
phologic division of a word are sic and sp; the latter alone is impor-

tant in determining the general relations of Menominee. Examples
are: liespin perhaps, Cree Itlspin, Ojibwa Hshpm; icpdmiyA above,
Cree ishpimifr, Ojibwa ishpiming, Fox a'pemigi (see discussion of

Ojibwa, p. 261). The combination xt agrees with Micmac, e. g. pl-

pAxtaw"' he is coming on the run, Micmac poxtAml-dsid he went
on. Surd and sonant are exceedingly difficult to distinguish; like-

wise I and 5. The writer was imable to determine these with abso-

lute accuracy; the sounds are given as taken down. Whispered
vowels are easy to hear after w; in other cases it is ciuestionable

whether they actually exist. A peculiarity of Menominee is that

Central Algonquian s under unknown conditions becomes n; thus

nb'nei^ my father (Fox nose), nahu' my elder brother (Fox nesese),

ponindw" he stopped in his flight (Fox ponisdw", -ond- walk (Fox
-usd-)

.

A table of the independent mode follows.
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It will be seen that Menominee has
many forms quite peculiar to itself, and
that the agreements with C'ree-Montag-
nais are far more numerous than with
any other languages of the Central sub-
division; those wdth Fox are next in

order of number. For the agreements
with Delaware, see the section on that
language. Details follow:

1—YOU no correspondent ; nearest N.
I—HIM agreement with C, F., D.
I—THEM an. agreement with C, F.,

D. (N.?).

I—IT agi'eement with C, A., Oj., Ot.

I—THEM inan. agreement with C.

WE (excl.) intrans. no correspondent;
nearest P., Oj., A., Ot., X.
WE (excl.)—THEE no correspondent;

nearest P., N.

WE (excl.)—YOU no con-espondent;
nearest N., A., Ot. (P. ?).

WE (excl.)—HIM no correspondent;
structure as we (incl.)

—

him.
WE (excl.)

—

them an. no correspond-
ent; cf. we (incl.)

—

them an.

we (excl.)

—

it no correspondent.
WE (excl.)—THEM inan. no corre-

spondent.

WE (mcl.) intrans. no correspondent;

nearest P., Oj.; cf. also C.

WE (incl.)—HIM; cf. C
WE (incl.)—THEM an.; cf. C
WE (incl.)

—

it no coiTespondent.

WE (incl.)—THEM inan. no corre-

spondent.

THOU—us (excl.) no correspondent.

THOU—HIM agreement with C, F., D.
THOU—THEM an. agreement with C,

F.,D.

THOU—IT agreement with C, A., Ot.,

Oj.

THOU—THEM inaii. agreement with C.

' Lacombe gives a Cree variant wliicii is the exact corre-

spondent.
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YE, intrans. no coiTespondeiit; nearest P., N.; cf. also Oj.. Ot., A.;

for last syllable cf. C.

YE—ME no correspondent; nearest X.; cf. also A., Oj., Ot.

YE—US (excl.) no correspondent.

YE—HIM agreement with C"., D.
YE—THEM an. agreement with C., D.
YE—IT no correspondent.

YE—THEM inan. no correspondent.

HE—us (excl.) no correspondent; for the structure cf. he—us
(incl.)

HE—US (incl.) agreement with C.

HE—YOU agreement with C, F.

HE—HIM agreement with C., F. (N. ?).

HE—THEM an. agreement with C, F. (N. ?).

HE—IT agreement with C, F., P., N., Oj. (one form).

THEY an.—us (excl.) no correspondent: cf. they an.—us (incl.).

THEY an.—us (incl.) agreement with C.

THEY an.—YOU agreement with C, F., D.
THEY an.—HIM agreement with C, F.

THEY an.—THEM an. agreement with C, F.

THEY an.—IT agreement with C, F., P.

THEY an.—THEM hiixn. agreement with C, F., P.

Wliere all agree with or without phonetic changes, no record has
been made. In certain cases it is impossible to be sure whether
phonetic changes have not disguised agreements.

THEY inan., intrans., looks strange as contrasted with the common
Central Algonquian form (on the Cree correspondent, see p. 244) ; how-
ever, it is merely because the word from which it is taken chances

to have a vowel before the termination, and not a consonant. The
same is to be observed in KJckapoo, and doubtless other dialects;

thusKickapoo tefepyaA?}', i. e., tefepydwAn' (see p. 258) they inan. are
ROUND (analysis: tetepi circle, initial stem: -a- secondary connective

stem, inan. copula; -WAuf termination of the third person inan. pi.

intrans. independent mode after a vowel as contrasted with -oni

after a consonant). [Note -niwAn' in Fox as compared with -on', the

ordinary termination of the tliird person pi. inan. intrans. independ-
ent mode; see Handbook of American Indian Languages {Bull. Ifi,

B. A. E.), pt. 1, p. 8.33.]

It shoidd be specially noted that Menominee, Cree, and Fox
agree m having the objective forms of it and them inan. expressed
by a single fomi as opposed to Ottawa, AJgonkiu, Ojibwa, and
Shawnee. It is a common Algonquian feature that in subordinate
modes the forms arc expressed by single pronouns.
A table for the subjunctive mode is not available; however, the

writer can give some information concerning the relations indicated
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by it. Many of the iorms seem peculiar to Menominee and are

difficult to analyze, i

—

you agrees with C, Oj., A., Ot., in structm-e

and presumably also with Peoria, he—us (excl.) has no correspond-

ent (the form is -iyAme), but distinctly approaches the correspond-

ents of C, F., S., A., and presumably P. The forms of the third

person pliu-al animate both as subject and object closely resemble
the correspondents in Oj., A., the East Main Cree of Horden, certain

variants given by Lacombe in his Grammaire de la Langue des Oris

(Montreal, 1874), and to a lesser extent the coiTespondents in Ottawa.
The corresponding forms of Horden's future of the subjunctive, and
Lacombe's "suppositif" of the "subjonctif," as well as the supposed
present subjunctive of Fort Totten CVee also closely resemble them.
It goes without saying that the Menominee forms lack the nasal of

the Ojibwa, Algonkin, and Ottawa. On the other hand the various

forms of Cree possess an extra syllable with w.

To sum up, we may say that although Menominee must be classed

by itself, yet it is perfectly clear that it belongs intimately with
Cree-Montagnais, etc., on the one hand, and with Sauk, Fox, and
Kickapoo on the other.

Sauk, and Close Linguistic Cognates

The differences between Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo consist of a

trifling modification of pronunciation, vocabulary, and idiom. Shaw-
nee is slightly removed from them. To facilitate the discussion of

the relations of the last-named language to them as well as the rela-

tions of the entire group, tables for the independent, conjunctive,

and subjunctive modes in Fox, and for the same modes in Shawnee,
are given.
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SHAWNEE

The forms' i

—

him, them an., them inan. ; thou—him, them an.,

THEM inan.; ye—him, them an., it, them inan.; he—you (pi.),

him,, them inan.; they an.—you (pi.), him, it, them inan. agree

with Ojibwa, etc., in structure. For the probable noteworthy agree-

ments with Peoria, see the discussion of that language. It is quite

clear that one of the Delaware dialects agrees in the formation of he—
us (excl. and incL), they an.—us (excl. and mcl.), even if there is

but the form he—us (excl.) m the table to support the assertion.

Passamaquoddy agrees m the forms for i

—

you (pi.) him, them an.;

thou—him, them an.; ye mtrans.; ye—me, him; he—us (excl.

and inch); he—you (pi.), him; they an.

—

him. It is probable

that the forms for he—them an. and they an.

—

them an. are

shared by Passamaquoddy (and Algonkm) but the phonetics are not
certam. The forms correspond nearly to the Fox possessive pronouns
for his (an. pi.) and their (an. pi.). It is unfortunate that the

inanimate forms of Passamaquoddy are not available, as they might
show further agreements with Shawnee. However, it may be noted
that I, thou, ye—them (inan.), ye—it agree also with C'ree.

Natick curiously shows apparent agreement m he—us (incL), and so

presumabl_v would he—us (excl.). However, they an.—us (excl.)

shows a different formation, and hence presumably they an.—us
(incl.) would also. The agreement with Delaware in the form for

HE

—

him may be noted in addition to the one already mentioned.
(For another one, see the discussion of Delaware^ p. 277.)

The forms with the termination -pe, though unique, are certainly

to be associated with the Fox -pena even if the two do not entirely

coincide. Those with the termination -pwa make it certain that Shaw-
nee is related very intimately to Fox, etc., for no other Central Algon-

quian languages have the termination, though it is found (modified

phonetically) ui Eastern Algonquian, and an allied form occurs m
Piegan. The forms for i, thou—it pomt also in this direction.

The terminations of the two subordinate modes given agree with
Fox, Cree, and Micmac in lacking the nasal of Ojibwa and Peoria,

and Delaware, and the terminations are to be associated with those of

Fox. The w of the forms for he, they (an.)

—

you is unique at present,

otherwise the forms are normal. The forms he, they an.—us (excl.)

are to be associated distmctly with the Fox correspondents, though
the syllable -ge- suggests the Ojibwa correspondents. The first

person singular intransitive agrees with Delaware and Micmac. i

—

thee at present is unique, but if complete schedules were available

for the various Delaware dialects and for the eastern subdivision of

the Eastern-Central branch, correspondents would doubtlessly be
found. I—IT, them inan. agrees with Delaware.

I In giving these statistics no account is taken of such forms as are common Central Algonquian.
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Phoneticall}'. Shawnee differs somewhat from Fox. The sibilant

is retained in the cluster sp, which appears as 'p in Fox though
retained in Ojibwa (but not in Peoria) : spemegi on high, Fox a'pemegi

(see the discussion of Cree and Ojibwa, pp. 238, 261). The combina-
tion -w" is lost after i and a, as in Ojibwa: Shawnee hileni man,
Fox ineniw'^; Shawnee kugimd chief. Fox ugimdw"'.^ It may be noted

that -w° - is lost after e under unknown conditions when correspondino;

to Fox: pemde (Fox pemusdw'^) he walked on, piew"- (Fox (jnjdw'^)

HE CAME. The combmation -wa- is lost medially under unknown con-

ditions: p^/egi THEY WENT (Fox pyaivAgi) as contrasted with hiwaki

(Gatschet, confusion of surd and sonant ; Fox hiwAgi) they said. The
sound s of Fox is replaced by the mterdental surd spirant and the pre-

ceding vowel is ordmarily syncopated: noda my father (Fox nosa),

TcokbmSena oltr (mcl.) grand.-iother (Fox Tid'liomesendna) , "Ofda

my elder brother (Fox nesesa). Correspondmg to Fox, Ojibwa,

Menommee, etc., n, Shawnee has I and n under unknown conditions,

agreeing, however, with Peoria, Delaware, and (partially) Eastern

Algonquian in this use.

To sum up, we may say that while Shawnee has certain features

of its own, it stands nearest to Fox, and next to Eastern Algoncjuian;

in fact it stands nearly halfway between the two. It will be seen

that Ojibwa shares but these persons of the independent mode,
namely, y'e—them an., they an.

—

you (pi.), which are not shared

b}' Passamaquoddy. (No account is taken of the agreements

ill the inanimate objective forms, as we have no correspondents

available in Passamaquoddy by which to test them.) On the other

hand, Passamaquoddy shares the following forms with Shawnee
which are not siiared by Ojibwa: i

—

you (pi.), y'e intrans., ye—me;

they an.^HiM. The forms for he—us (excl. and inch) presumably
are phonetic correspondents; those for he—^them an. and they
an.

—

them an. probably are equivalents. The Passamaquoddy
forms for WE (excl. and incl., intrans.), we (excl.)

—

thee, you;
thou—us (excl.); y'e—us (excl.), coinciding phonetically with the

respective Fox forms, are closely similar to the correspondmg Shawnee
forms. Accordingly, it may he that many of the apparent pomts of

contact with Ojibwa are due merely to the latter having certain points

in common with Eastern Algonquian and Cree (this last has reference

particularly to the inanimate objective forms above noted). The
fact that Ojibwa in the independent mode shares only the ter-

minations for he—us (excl. and inch), and they an.—us (excl.

and inch), \vith Fox as opposed to Passamaquoddy, while the latter

shares numerous terminations with Fox as opposed to Ojibwa, and at

1 It is possible that the last chanpe may account for the differences in certain persons of the independent

mode in Fox on the one hand and in Ojiijwa and Shawnee on the other; but it is also possible to consider

the terminations as differing in morphologic structure. The same point occm^ in certain other cases.

20903° — 28 ETH—12 17
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the same time a goodly number of terminations with Ojibwa as opposed
to Fox—certainly points in the same direction. For Cree (Fort Totten)
likewise shares the terminations for he—us (excl. and incl.) and XHE^i

an.— us (excl. and incl.) with Ojibwa and Fox. Now Ojibwa shares

in the independent mode no terminations with Fox as opposed to Cree,
while the latter shares a number with Fox as opposed to Ojibwa
(see below), at the same time having some points in common with
Ojibwa as opposed to Fox (see the discussions of Cree and Ojibwa,

pp. 247, 267, 268). Therefore the fact that Ojibwa shares with both
Cree and Fox the terminations mentioned may be pure chance. Now
if Ojibwa and Fox are only remotely connected, it is improbable on
the face of it that Shawnee, which is most intimately related to Fox,
should be closely connected vnth Ojibwa also. Consequently, there

remain but few points of contact between Ojibwa and Shawnee
that are certain.

SAUK, FOX, AND KICKAPOO

We have seen above that Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo ' differ from
one another by very trifling modifications of pronunciation, vocabu-
laries, and idioms, and that Shawnee is intimately related to them.
The close connection of the Eastern Algonquian dialects is to be
noted. It may be well to show that the Shawnee forms for they an.

—us (excl. and inch), you (jjI.) are much closer to the Fox forms than
the corresponding forms of Passamaquoddy are to the latter, even
if the Shawnee forms are not absolutely identical with the Fox corre-

spondents. On the other hand, Passamaquoddy shares absolutely

with Fox the terminations in -pena which Shawnee only approxi-

mates. Yet Passamaquoddy shares the ian preterite of Ojibwa (see

' The first two are somewhat more closely related than either is to the third. In the discussions of the
interrelations of Algonquian languages it is to be understood that Sauk and Kickapoo agree with Fox,
though this is rarely mentioned.

Characteristic of Sauk is the use ofthesingularfor the plural also in the obviative (objective) case, and in pos-

sess! vepronoims of the tliird person {singularand plural). Thus Sauk utAncmokAn' pydniwAn' me^n^ either

HIS DOG IS COMING or HIS DOGS ARE COMING. The Fox expressions for these are, respectively, ufAtumohc-
TTiAn' pydniivAti', utAnemohcvia' pya7ir»'a*' (by chance in the phrase Sauk iUAncmdhA ni iacks the ni sufn.x

which Fox has: but even in Sauk the writer has heard the word with the m suffix, though (purely by acci-

dent) not in this particular phrase). Note.too.Sauk TfcH'aH'a nakinau-aicc neniwAjii cemamcgu dnc'fAmagutci

m'linrliAn', wiiich means either the woman hated the man because her yoctnger brother had been
SLAIN BY HIM, or the WOMAN H.ITED THE MAN BECAUSE HER YOUNGER BROTHERS HAD BEEN SLAIN BY HIM.Or
the WOMAN HATED THE MEN BECAUSE HER Y'OUNGER BROTHER HAD BEEN SLAIN BT THEM, or THE W'OMAN
HATED THE MEN BECAUSE HER YOUNGER BROTHERS HAD BEEN SLAIN BY THEM. In FoX SUCh ambiguity
is impossible. See sections 34, 45 of the Algonquian sketch in the Handbook of American Indian Lan-
guages {Bulletin 40, part 1, 0/ the Bureau of American Ethnoiogy) . Her younger brother and her
YOUNGER brothers are distinguished by the respective terminations -An' and -a''; the ob\iatives man
and men would be kept apart by the identical respective suffixes; but the subordinate verb would never-

theless have the ending -tc'.

Kickapoo agrees with Fox against Sauk in these respects, and so must be counted as nearer the former

than the latter. Nevertheless in phonetics Kickapoo is further apart from them than either is from the

other. In Kickapoo a special feat ure is a weals w which is either heard as full sounding, as /( , or not at all.

Doctor Jones's and the writer's texts exhibit these variations, and strangely enough agree in such varia-

tions for the greater part. An example is ugimdw , ugimdh" , ugimd" chief (selected from Doctor .Tones'^

text,s; Sauk and Fox ugimdw^). In their native syllabary ICickapoo exhibit the variation of recording

and not recording the w.
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the discussion of tliat language, p. 269), and tliis feature forces us to

rank it as more distant from Fox than is Shawnee. The consonantic
clusters of Passamaquoddy, even if for the greater part these are

secondary and due to the piionetic elimination of vowels (see the
discussion of Eastern subtype, p! 283), also point in this direction.

The fact that Piegan in certain persons of the independent mode
shows distinct affinities to Fox has been briefly mentioned above
and is treated more fully in the discussion of Piegan (p. 2.31).

We have seen that Ojibwa is connected only remotely with Fox,
but it maj^ be noted that the Ojibwa subjunctive mode of the dubi-
tative conjugation corresponds to the Fox interrogative subjunctive;

but to what an extent the transitive forms agree is questionable, as

these are not given by Doctor Jones.

Peoria undoubtedly belongs with the Ojibwa group of Central
Algonquian languages; still there are some points of contact with
Fox. It should be noted that the sibilant is not retained before p
as in Ojibwa, e. g. Ojibwa ishpiming, Shawnee spemegi, Fox apemegi,
Peoria piimingi above, in the sky. The fact that Peoria is in cer-

tain respects phoneticall}' more archaic than Ojibwa makes certain

terminations of the indicative seem to resemble Fox rather than
Ojibwa (see the section on Ojibwa, etc., pp. 267, 271) ; but there is one
termination, namely, that for they an.

—

it, them inan., in which the
question of phonetics does not arise and which agrees entirely with
Fox as opposed to Ojibwa.
The relation of Natick to Fox is not particularly close. In the

discussion of the former language it is pointed out that most of

the present suppositive. mode corresponds to the Fox present sub-
junctive and that certain persons of the "prseter" suppositive mode
correspond to the Fox potential subjunctive.

From the statistics given in the discussion of Menominee it w"ill be seen
that there are no certain agreements with Fox (Sauk, Kickapoo) that

are not shared also by C'ree and Montagnais, while Menominee shares

quite a few terminations with Cree and Montagnais which are not shared
by Fox. The forms that are peculiar to these four languages, with the
possible exception of Natick in the first two—the orthography is not
clear—are he—him, them an., they an.

—

him, them. The agree-

ment of Delaware (one form) with these four dialects in the forms
for I

—

him, them an., thou—him, them an. is noteworthy. The
fact that the inanimate plural in the objective forms of the inde-

pendent mode in Cree-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo
is expressed by the same forms as the inanimate singular as opposed
to Ojibwa, Algonkin, Ottawa, Potawatomi, and Shawnee, is remark-
able. Peoria presumably agrees with the first group.

The agreement of Ojibwa, Fox, Cree, and Montagnais in the form
for they an.—us (inch) of the independent mode may be noted, as also
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the agreement of Fox, Ojibwa, Cree, Montagnais, and Delaware (one

form) in the termination for he—us (excl.). (Note that Fort Totten
Cree agrees wath Fox and Ojibwa in the forms for he, they an.—us
(excl. and incl.).)

Fox, Shawnee, Cree, Montagnais, and Natick lack the nasal in the
present subjunctive which Ojibwa, Peoria, and Delaware have. It

will be seen that Cree agrees with Fox, as opposed to Ojibwa, in the
forms we (excl.)

—

thee, you; he—us (excl.). Note that Algonkin
agrees with Fox and Cree in the first two instances and apjiroaches

them in the last. Presumably Ottawa agrees with Algonkin in the

last form as it does in the first two. Few transitive forms of the

Peoria present subjunctive are available, but it is certain that Peoria

is in substantial concord with Algonkin and Ottawa. The Cree

forms with the tliird person plural as subject or object correspond to

the similar Fox participial forms. In some of tliesc forms therefore

Ojibwa seems close to Fox, but most of them arc entirety different in

structure from both Cree and Fox. Cree and Ojibwa agree in the

form for i

—

you (pi.) as opposed to Fox. The remarks made concern-

ing Cree apply with certain limitations to Montagnais. (For these, see

the discussion of that language, p. 248.) It is a matter of great regret

that so few Peoria subjunctive forms are to be found among Doctor
Gatschet's papers; for the Peoria conjunctive agrees in the forms for

the third person plural animate as both subject and object (with the

apparent exception of the forms we (incl.)

—

them an. antl they an.

—

it, them inan.) with the Fox j^articipial rather than with the Fox
conjunctive, resembling Cree in the case of the present subjunctive.

Now, as may be seen by reference to the Algoncpiian sketch in the

Handbook of American Indian Languages, the terminations for the

conjunctive, subjunctive, and participial are closely alhed; hence it

is very probable that the Peoria subjunctive is in similar agreement.

(See, however, p. 271.) It is remarkable that Micmac in the con-

junctive, though lacking the nasal, agrees with Peoria in that many
forms in which the third person animate plural is either subject or

object coincide with the Fox participial rather than with the sub-

junctive; but the forms for ye—them, he—them, they-^iou cor-

respond to the Fox conjunctive, not j)articipial. The forms for

HE—HIM ; THEY an.—HIM, THEM ail. differ in structure. (See the dis-

cussion of the Eastern subtype of Eastern- Central major division of

Algonquian languages, p. 287.)

In the discussion of Montagnais it has been pointed out that the

"suppositif " of the "mode subjonctif " is allied with the Fox poten-

tial subjunctive. It is repeated here to emphasize the northern

affinities of Fox.

The relations of Fox to Delaware may be briefly dismissed. That
Delaware shares in the independent mode the forms for i

—

him.
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THEM, and THOU—HIM, TiiEM an. with Fox, Menominee, Montag-
nais, and Cree lias been already pointed out as well as the agreement
(one form) with Fox, Ojibwa, Cree, and Montagnais in the termina-

tion for HE—us (excl.). The concord of Delaware, Fox, Cree, and
Montagnais in the ending for they an.—us is of importance in that it

shows the northern relationships of Delaware, but a striking simi-

larity is to be found in the fact that Delaware has a corresponilent,

though altered considerably phonetically, to Fox -pena. As noted
above, this termination is found alone in Fox but has correspond-

ents in Eastern Algonquian and Piegan, and Shawnee approximates
it. The forms which have the equivalent of -pena in Delaware are:

WE (excl., and inch?), intransitive; we (excl.)

—

thee, you (pi.),

him; thou—us (excl.); ye—us (excl.). In all these, however, Dela-
ware has another form as well. The forms for we (incl.) are not
given by Zeisberger, but it is reasonable to beheve that they would
be the same as the inclusive forms, that is where the}' would occur,

with the substitution of A' for n' . It may be added that Delaware
ha^ a correspondent to the Fox conjunctive mode. (For other
points, see the discussion of Delaware, p. 277.)

Ojibwa and Close Linguistic Cognates

The following compose this grouj): Ojibwa, Ottawa, Potawatomi,
Algonkin,and (somewhat removed from them) Peoria, etc. A feature of

the group is the accretion of a nasal. Delaware agrees with the group
in this respect and this is to be considered a special point of contact with
the Ojibwa group. Examples are: Fox utci whence, Ojibwa, Peoria
ondji, Ottawa undji (Gatschet), Delaware untschi; Fox dneta some,
Cree atit (for the phonetics, see the discussion of CVee, p. 2,39), Ojibwa
anind, Peoria alenda, Delaware alinde; Fox Andgw'^ star, Cree atak,

Shawnee alagwa, Peoria alangwa, Ojibwa and Algonkin anang, Dela-
ware allanqxie. Other examples can be reatlily found by consulting
the tables of verbal terminations. The formation of the negative
verb by means of a suffix ssi (or slightly varying forms) apparently
is found in no other Algonquian languages. Examples are: Ojibwa
Jcdwin kiwdbamigossi he does not see thee, Iciwdbamigossig they
DO not see thee; Peoria wapamissokd do not look at me, Tcikdlin-

dansiwa she did not know (Fox ke'k + dne + itd-), Ottawa l-aunmshe
kikikdnedissiwak (Gatschet) they are not yet acquainted with
each other {¥oyiki-\-kek + dne + t%+WAg^ they had known each
other), a sibilant is retained before /* (as in Menominee and Shaw-
nee) in Ojibwa, Ottawa, and Algonkin, though not in Peoria (the

writer can give no information about Potawatomi on this point) : Cree
klcpin (kispin) if, Ojibwa kishpin, Ottawa kicpin; Algonkin kicpin;
Cree ishpimik above, Ojibwa ishpiming, Peoria pdmingi, Shawnee
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siiemegi, Fox a pemegi (cf. Menominee icpdmiyA over and above).
It is pointed out in the section on Sauk, etc., that Shawnee shares

the loss of -wa with Ojibwa after i and a, e. g., Foxineinwa, Menom-
inee inaiiiwa, Cree (Moose) ileliw, Shawnee Jiileni, Ojibwa ineni,

Ottawa nine, Potawatomi nene (Peoria Idnv-a; see below) ; Fox
ugimdiV^, Menominee olcemdw'^, Cree olcimaw, Shawnee hiigimd,

Ojibwa ogima, Algonkin oMma, Ottawa ugima (Gatschet), Peoria
Mmd. Final wa is lost after e{d) in Ojibwa, Algonkin, Ottawa, and
Potawatomi: Fox ikwdw" woman (Shawnee ''Tcwdw"), Cree iskwe'U,

Ojibwa i'hwd, Algonkin ikwe, Ottawa 'hue (Gatschet), Potawatomi
Tcwd (Gatschet).

OJIBWA, POT.^WATOMI, OTTAWA, AND ALGONKIN

According to Dr. William Jones, Ojibwa, Ottawa, and Potawatomi
are very closel}' related. This opinion is confirmed by Doctor
Gatschet' s notes and by personal information. Doctor Jones makes
the observation that Potawatomi has a tendency to slur over sylla-

bles; this also can be confirmed from Doctor Gatschet's notes and the

writer's personal information (e. g., nenwAg men, Ojibwa neniwAg).

Following is the table for the Ojibwa independent and subjunctive

modes, taken from Bishop Baraga's Grammar of the Otchipwe Lan-
guage (second edition, Montreal, 1878). The second n of nin in the

independent mode is the accretion spoken of above. Under certain

conditions it is omitted. Presumably Algonkin agrees in the usage.

(It may be noted that apparently the dialect of the Mississippi band
of Ojibwa at White Earth, Minn., does not completely agree with
the usage given by Baraga in his paradigms.)

The \Qrj close relationsliip of Algonkin maj'' be seen from the tables

showing the Algonkin present, independent, and subjunctive modes,
extracted from Lemoine's Dictionnaire Franpais-Algonkin (Quebec,

1911).
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The independent mode will be discussed first, we (excl.)

—

thee,

you agrees in structure with the coiTcspondents in Ottawa, Potawa-
tomi, Natick, and Peoria (the writer lacks a form to prove this for

Peoria in the form we (excl.)

—

you, but the inference is justifiable).

They approximate the Menominee correspondents, we (excl. and
incl.)—IT agrees in structure with Ottawa and the Cree of Fort Totten

;

WE (excl. and incl.)

—

them inan. agrees with Ottawa (it will be

remembered that in Cree the third person plural inanunate coincides

with the singular), he—them an., and they an.

—

them an. agi"ee

with Passamaquoddy in formation.

The subjunctive mode now will be taken up. we (excl.)

—

thee,

YOU agree in formation with Cree, Fox, Shawnee, Natick, Delaware,

and presumably also with Peoria. (The correspondent in Ottawa
for WE (excl.)

—

you is not absolutely certain: see below.) The
Ojibwa correspondents are passives in structure; the same may be
said of the same forms of the Ojibwa independent mode, we (excl.)

—

him, thou—HIM, he intrans., he—me, he—us (excl.), he—him,

HE

—

them an., they an. intrans., they an.

—

me, they an.

—

him,

they an.

—

them an., they an.

—

it, them inan. are conjunctives in

structure and agi-ee (with the regular phonetic differences) absolutely

with the corresponding forms in Fox, and with the exception of

HE—us (excl.) and they an.—US (excl.) (which difl'er slightly in struc-

ture, though exliibiting the same type of foiunation) also with those of

Shawnee. Peoria agrees with the Algonkin forms under tliscussion

in the terminations for we (excl.)

—

him, thou—him, he intrans.,

HE

—

me, he—him, they an. intrans., they an.

—

him, they an.

—

it,

them inan. The Algonkin form for they an.—us (excl.), though
agreeing with Ojibwa in the final syllable, nevertheless agrees with

Fox (and partially with Shawnee and Cree) in morphological forma-

tion. It should be noted that the structure of he—us (excl.) and
THEY an.—us (excl.) is fundamentally the same in the corresponding

forms of the Fox, Shawnee, Cree (and Peoria?) subjunctive; the

Fox, Shawnee, and Peoria conjunctive; the Fox and Shawnee
participial.

With the exceptions noted above, Algonkin agi'ees completely with
Ojibwa in the present tense of the indejjendent and subjunctive modes.
The writer's pereonal experience with Ottawa was confuied to a few

hours at Carlisle; hence but a brief description can be given.

Syllables are slurred over as in Potawatomi, though probably not to

so great an extent. Examples ai"e IcwoIja inim ye see me, l:rmnln i give

THEE. Final n is almost inautUble; compare the suppression of final

m, n, I in Nass (Handbook of American Indian Languages, part 1,

p. 288). In some cases the writer has consistently recorded the sound
as a mere aspiration, e. g. in the independent forms for we (excl. and
incl.)

—

him, he—us (excl. and inch). In the objective forms of
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THEM inan. the writer has consistently recorded the terminal n as

full-sounding, as also in the forms for i

—

it, thou—it, he—him,
HE

—

them an., he—it, they an.

—

him, them an., they an.

—

it. In
the remaining cases where final n is to be expected in the independent
mode, excepting the form for i

—

thee, the writer has been inconsistent

in the recording and non-recorcUng of the sound in question. The
problem is further comphcated by the fact that the informant likewise

spoke Ojibwa, and gave certain forms with the terminal ;i as Ojibwa
and the correspondents without them (at least to the writer's ear) as

Ottawa. Hence it is possible that confusion of tUalect may account for

the apparent inconsistency noted above. It may be mentioned that the
late Doctor Gatschet's notes on Ottawa show forms without terminal

n when etymologically expected ; but the writer can not say whether
the former was consistent in his usage. Another point in phonetics
worth noting is that the terminal vowel in the forms i

—

him, thou—
him, ye—him is distinctly aspirated. Surd and sonant when terminal

are extremely hard to distinguish. This applies especially to d and t.

The writer is convinced that with the possible exception in the forms
he—thee, it, they inan., intransitive, of the subjunctive, Jc does
not occur terminally, and that forms which sound as if containing
this really end m strong (impure) sonant g. Medially surds and
sonants are far easier to keep apart. Corresponding to Ojibwa and
Algonkin terminal ng in the subjunctive the writer consistently heard
a post-palatal y without a following stop.

Turning now to the verbal forms of the present independent and
subjunctive which show the general relationship of Ottawa to other
members of the gi'oup: In the independent mode the forms for we
(excl. and inch)

—

it, them inan.; we (excl.)

—

thee, you agree in for-

mation with Algonldn as opposed to Ojibwa. (The form for we (excl.)—thee, you ]c—ninim is noteworthy for the chfference in phonetics as

compared with the Algonldn correspondent.) In the same mode Ot-
tawa agrees with Ojibwa as opposed to Algonkin in the forms for he—
them an., they an.

—

them an. Distmctive of Ottawa (apparently) is

the fact that the form for they an.

—

it is the same as they an.

—

them
inan. In the subjunctive it may be noted that the forms for we
(excl.)

—

him, thou—him, he intrans., he—me, he—him, he—them
an., they an.. intrans., they an.

—

me, they an.

—

him, they an.

—

them
an. are subjunctives (cf. Ojibwa) and not conjunctives (cf. Algonkin).

The forms that the WTiter received for he—us (excl.), they an.—us
(excl. and inch), they an.

—

thee, they an.

—

you are passives m
formation, probabty due to some misunderstanding. The structure

of we (excl.)—THEE (and presumably we (excl.)

—

you) agrees with
Algonkin as opposed to Ojibwa. It should be noted that the form
for THEY an.

—

it, them inan., anawad, apparently is absolutely

unique, but the form evidently is to be associated with it, them inan.

in objective forms of the independent mode.
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The writer's personal information on Potawatomi is too slight for

him to make very defuiite statements concerning its precise relation-

ship Math Ojibwa, Ottawa, and AJgonkui. As stated above, all are

very intunately related. Potawatomi agrees with Algonkin and
Ottawa in the structure of the form for we (excl.)

—

thee, you of the

independent mode as opposed to Ojibwa. On the other hand it agi-ees

with the latter language in the formation of we (excl., and presum-
ably inch)—IT, THEM man., of the same mode as opposed to Ot-
tawa and Algonkin. Potawatomi possesses some marked charac-

teristics of its own in the formation of the independent mode; we
(excl.)—HIM (n—dmin) and we (inch)

—

him (k—dmin) have no corre-

spondents in any Central Algonquian language noted thus far. The
forms resemble strongly the inanimate correspondents, but the instru-

mental m (not t) distinctl}' proves that they must be animate. The
component elements are the respective intransitive correspondents

combmed with the common objective pronoun, third person animate,

a. The plurals of the forms under discussion must have had a similar

structure, they an.

—

you (k—gom) is unquestionably a passive in

formation. Apparently they an.

—

it has the same termination as

THEY an.

—

them inan.

Owing to phonetic differences, Cree, Menominee, Ojibwa, Algonkin,

Ottawa, Delaware, and Passamaquoddy seem to agree in the forms
for HE—ME, THEE as opposcd to Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, Shawnee, and
Peoria, but Penobscot and Montagnais demonstrate that the phonetic

change, though the same in the dialects mentioned, is merely a parallel

development and has no significance m determining the ethnic rela-

tions of the tribes. The umlaut of Passamaquoddy in the forms
demonstrates that the change in that dialect at least was a very recent

one. In tl\e same way Ojibwa -dm is merely the phonetic equivalent

of Fox Ainw'^ and Peoria -amwa.
The Ojibwa present, of both independent and subjunctive modes

will now be discussed. Bearing in mind the comments made above
on Algonkin, Ottawa, and Potawatomi, this ^vill make clear the

general hnguistic relations of the entire group. The special points

of Peoria are considered below. It may be mentioned here that

ordinarily in the statistics of linguistic agreements given throughout

this paper the agreement of Algonkin, Ottawa, and Potawatomi with
Ojibwa is not noted. Where the agreement of Peoria is important,

the fact of the agreement is noted. We will begin with the inde-

pendent mode.
As noted in the discussion of Fox, Ojibwa shares no terminations

with that language which are not shared by Cree except the termina-

tions for HE, THEY an.—us (inch) which are allied to the forms for

HE, THEY an.—us (excl.) and they inan. intrans. (Fort Totten
Cree agrees with Ojibwa and Fox in they an.—us (incl.).) For
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this reason we can definitely state that Ojibwa has few, if any, special

points of contact with Fox. As is pointed out in the discussion of

Sha^vnee, Ojibwa shares the following forms with that language;

I—HIM, THEM an.; thou—HIM, THEM an.; ye—HIM, THEM an.; he—
YOU (pi.), him; they an.

—

you (pi.), him. It will be observed
that Passamaquoddy likewise shares these fonns except that for

YE—THEM an. It should be noted that the Shawnee forms for

I, THOU, ye, HE, THEY an.—THEM inan. ; ye, they an.

—

it certainly

are closely connected with the Ojibwa correspondents. It is unfortu-

nate that the Passamaquoddy equivalents are not available. How-
ever, it should be noted that Cree agrees in general structure with
Shawnee in these forms with the exception of he, they an.

—

them
inan., they an.

—

it. On account of the unsatisfactorj' material at

our disposal, it is best to abstain from a discussion of the relations of

Ojibwa to Delaware regarding the independent mode here and refer

the reader to the section dealing with Delaware. It will be noted
that Ojibwa and Natick show some very marked agreements in the

independent mode, namely, in the tenninations for the first (excL,

and inch ?) and second persons plural as both subject and objects.

Owing to the deficient orthography, it is difficidt to establish other

close relations with Natick, but it is clear that in a considerable

number of cases Natick differs from Ojibwa. With Cree, Ojibwa
shares no forms that are not shared also by other Algoncpiian

languages outside the Ojibwa group. (Forms are lackmg to prove
this for WE (mcl.)

—

him, them an.; but the mference can be made
with certainty.) The same applies to Menommee. The Menominee
forms for we (excl. and inch), ye intrans., ye—me approximate the

Ojibwa correspondents, but it should be noted that in these cases

Natick likewise resembles them. The same applies to i, .we excl.

—

YOU. (The form we (incl.) intrans. is lacking, but the analogy of we
(excl.) intrans. permits us to infer the form.) The agreement of Cree

and Menominee with Ojibwa in the forms of i, thou—it, ami their

approximatiwn in the forms for ye—him, them an. should be noted;

as also the approximation of the Cree form for ye—it.

We will now proceed to discuss the subjunctive. The presence of

the nasal as in Algonkin, Ottawa, Potawatomi ( I), Peoria, and Dela-

ware will be noted. But Ojibwa has little in common with the last

language in tliis mode outside the presence of the nasal. The ter-

minations of the third person animate, plural, as both subject and
object, for the greater part are in -wa. It should be noted that Peoria

differs most from Ojibwa in the same persons of the conjunctive

and hence presumably (see below) in the subjunctive. Algonkin

and Ottawa agree with Ojibwa in tliis formation. It is a matter of

regret that a table for the Potawatomi present subjunctive is not

available, as it would be of great assistance in determining the pre-
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else relations of that language to the other members of the division.

A similar formation is found in Menominee and also in Cree (East

Main). See the section on Menominee. Owing to phonetic changes,

Ojibwa and Cree seem to agree often as opposed to Fox, Peoria, and
Shawnee, but this is quite accidental. The termmations for we
(excl.)—THEE, YOU are really passives in formation; Algonkin and
Ottawa represent the original type. The formation of the termi-

nations of HE—us (excl.), THEY an.—us (excl.) is characteristic of

Ojibwa, quite irrespective of the fact that the last ends in -wa. The
forms are certainly allied to the forms for we (excl.)

—

him, them
an. The tennination for i

—

you agrees with Cree and Peoria as

opposed to Fox. Exclusive of the formations mentioned, the agree-

ment between Ojibwa, Cree, and Fox in this mode is remarkable.

There are a few other points to be considered. Ojibwa can form a

preterite in ban. Cree and Delaware have a correspondent and the

formation of past tenses of subordinate modes by means of this

sufhx is an important point of contact between these languages. It

is remarkable that Montagnais, though sharing the formation in the

indicative, apparently lacks it in subordinate modes. Penobscot and
Malecite likewise share the formation in the indicative, but the writer

can not sav whether they use it in the formation of past tenses of

the subordinate modes. However, here we find a point of con-

tact with Eastern Algonquian. Peoria has a similar formation but

with a suffix pa. So far as known to the writer, its use is confined

to the independent mode. Delaware possesses the same formation

and it is also used to build up past tenses of subordinate modes. It

is found also in Natick but seems to be confined to the independent

mode. In Micmac it is attached to the conjunctive mode (which

is used as an indicative) to fonn a past tense of the indicative;

it is used in the subjunctive also, to judge from I'Abbe Maillard's

Grammaire de la Langue Mikmaque (New York, 1869). On the same
authority it may be added that Micmac apparently has the ecfuivalent

of the Ojibwa ban preterite, but only in the subjunctive, not else-

where. I'hese features make the Micmac forms seem so strange.

To sum up, Ojibwa chief lingiustic relations are with Ottawa,
Potawatomi, Algonkin, and (somewhat removed) with Peoria (see

below). It has relations also with Eastern Algonquian and Cree;

it is apparently but distantly related to Fox (also to Sauk and
Kickapoo

)
; it apparently has important points of contact with

Shawnee, but, as stated in the discussion of that language, these, for

the greater part, may be dueto the fact that Shawnee hasmuch in com-
mon with Eastern Algonquian. Ojibwa and Delaware, exclusive of

the nasality and the ban preterite (both of which are striking), have
not very much in common, but the trouble may be with our material.

Ojibwa is not closely related to Menominee.
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It was noted above that Peoria ' certainly belongs to the Ojibwa
group, as is shown by the accretion of a nasal and the formation of

the negative verb. However, it possesses some strongly marked
traits of its own. First of all, it has both n and I corresponding to

Ojibwa, Menominee, Fox, etc., n under unknown conditions, and it

agrees with Shawnee and Delaware in this use and to a certain extent

with Eastern Algonquian. Further, a sibilant is not retained before

p as it is in Ojibwa, e. g., pdmingi, Ojibwa islipiming, Fox apemeg'.
Below appear the tables of the Peoria independent, conjunctive, and
subjunctive modes so far as the writer has been able to construct them
from Doctor Gatschet's notes and texts. The transitive forms of

the independent mode are all taken from texts. Apparently Doctor
Gatschet mistook the conjunctive for the independent. The confusion
of surd and sonant has been left unchanged.

PEORIA INDEPENDENT MODE

I we excl. we incl. thou yc he they an.

Intrans. . . <- ki—mina ki- ki—mwa -wa waki

me . . .
— — — ni—kwa n^koki

us exel. . .
— — — ki—gona

us incl. . .
— — — — —

thee . . . ki—lamina — — ki~kwa
you . . . ki—timwa — —
him . . . nd—a -a

them an. . ni—aki 2

it. them inan. -amwa -amoki

PEORIA CONJUNCTIVE MODE

I we excl. we incl. thou ye he they an.

Intrans. . . -yani -yangi -yangwi -yani -yikwi dii -wadji

me ... — — — 'iyani -iyikwi -ita -itciki

us excl. . .
— — — -iyangi -iangi -iaminda iamiTiciki

us incl. . .
— — — - — -langwa -langwiki

thee . . . lani -langi — — -atciki -kiki

you . . . -Ittkoki -langi — — — -mkwa -lakwiki

him . . . -aki -akimi angwi -adji ekwl -ata. -atciki

them an. -akiki -akinciki -angwi -adjiki -ikwUkit) -atciki -alciki

it ... . •amani angi amowatci

PEORIA SUBJUNCTIA'E MODE

I we excl. we incl. thou ye he they an.

Intrans. . . -yand -yangia -yangwd -yand -yikwd -*d -waid

him . . . -aka angud ctd Skua. aid •awata

' The writer has not sufficient material to warrant dealing with the question of the exact relation of

Peoria to Miami, etc., beyond stating that they all seem intimately related.

3 Miami.
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Owing to the fact that Peoria phoneticaEy is more archaic than
Ojibwa in some respects, some of the forms of the intlependent mode
seem to resemble more closely Fox than Ojibwa (the same applies to

the conjunctive mode). But passing these over, Peoria has at least

these formations which have no correspondents in Ojibwa: i

—

you
(pL); WE (excl.)

—

thee; they an.

—

it, them inan. The first two
agree with Algonkin, Ottawa, Potawatomi, and Natick, the last

with Fox, Cree, and Menominee. It is a matter of regret that

Doctor Gatschet made no systematic collection of indicative forms,

as some of them might prove to be important in establishing the

relations of Peoria. However, from the meager terminations that

the writer has been able to collect, it is possible to infer with cer-

tainty the forms for i

—

thee, thou—him, thou—them an., y'e—me,
YE

—

him, ye—them an., he—y'ou, they an.

—

thee, they an.

—

y'ou;

and these confu'm us in maintaining that Peoria belongs with Ojibwa,
Ottawa, Algonkin, and Potawatomi. The form for he—us (excl.) is

extremely interesting: unless there is a phenomenon similar to that

in Ottawa, and unfortunately we have not sufficient material to deter-

mine this, we have a point of contact with Shawnee (which geo-

graphically would not be surprising) . If the form in question is really

identical with the Shawnee form, then we can infer with absolute

surety that the forms for he—us (inch), they an.—us (excl. and
inch) agree with their Shawnee correspondents.

The Peoria conjunctive and subjunctive are discussed in the sec-

tions dealing with Cree and Sauk. The terminations of the con-

junctive, in which the third person plural animate is subject or object,

correspond to the Fox, Shawnee, and Ojibwa participial mode. Now,
as in Algonquian the terminations of the conjunctive, participial, and
subjunctive are very closely allied, we may infer that the Peoria sub-

junctive in these persons agreed with the conjunctive. It will be
observed that, with the apparent exception of the terminations for

HE

—

them an. and we (inch)

—

them an., these forms would agree

(as do those of the conjunctive) with the Cree subjunctive. (Inreading

Doctor Gatschet's texts the writer has met with -atci and -mvatci, the

terminations for HE

—

him, them an., they an.

—

him, them an., respec-

tively. These are true conjunctive forms. The question hence arises

to what an extent liis notes giving the forms in the table shoukl bo

accepted. The true conjunctive forms agree with the Fox and Shaw-
nee correspondents of the same mode, and with the Algonkin corre-

spondents of the subjunctive mode.) Even substituting the Ojibwa
participial for the subjunctive in these persons, they an.—us(excl.)

represent a different structure from that of the Ojibwa coiTespondent;

note also the same difference exists in the form for he—us (excl.) (see

tiie discussion of Algonkin and Menominee, pp. 252, 265) . they an.

—

it, them inan. is a true conjunctive and agrees exactly with the Fox
and Shawnee form of the same mode, and the corresponding Algon-
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kin form in the subjunctive mode. It should be noticed that Mic-
mac partially shares the feature of the Peoria conjunctive. In the
other forms of the conjunctive Peoria agrees Avith Fox (Shawnee
nearly), Algonkin, Cree, and Micinac (treating conjunctive and sub-
junctive as interchangeable) in the terminations for we (excl.)

—

THEE, you; he—us (excl.) ; (with Natick also in we (excl.)

—

thee,
you) ; with Ojibwa, Algonkin, and Cree in the form for i

—

you (pi.).

The other forms call for no coinment.
From its phonetics Peoria, as said above, seems to resemble Fox

closely in some particulars. But its more northern relationships are
shown by the fact that the nominative plural of the inanimate noun
ends in a, agreeing absolutely with Cree, and also by the fact that it

shares with Cree and Montagnais a set of termiiiations that correspond
to the Fox interrogative conjunctiveand subjunctive, but lack the final

syllable ni, whereas Ojibwa anil Algonkin have the 7i even if the final

vowel may be lost.

In closing the discussion of Peoria it should be mentioned that
this language, together with Fox, Sauk, Kickapoo, and Shawnee, are

the only Algonquian languages in which every animate noun and
inanimate noun are known positively to end in the nominative singu-

lar in a and i, respective!}' (excluding cases in which wa is lost pho-
netically in Shawnee). It is possible that others also may share this

feature. Menominee and Ojibwa should be especially investigated

with a view to securing additional information on this point.'

Natick

That Natick belongs to the Central subdivision and not to the East-

ern subdivision of the Eastern-Central major division of Algonc[uian

languages is patent from the personal terminations of the verb in the

present tense (affirmative form) of the indicative and suppositive

(subjunctive) modes. Compare the following tables, extracted from
Eliot :

=

I we excl. we incl. thou ye he they an.

iQtrans. . . n- n—m%n ic- fc

—

mu-(o
3

-u'og

me ... . k—eh k—imwco n—k n—kguog

us excl. . .
— — - k—im un k—imun n—kqunnonog

us incl. . .
— — — — — k—kqun

thee . . . k-sh k—numvn — — — k-k k—kquog

you . . . k—numwro k—nuwun — — — k—km k—kaioog

him . . . n-[?] n—oun k-n k—an -uh -ouh

them an, . n—dag n—6unonog k—iog k—mg -uh -ouh

it,theminan.(?) n—umun n—umumun k—umun k—umumwa -UTnan
S-umwoy

1 Though thfe writer worked with the Mississippi band of Ojibwa (living at White Earth, Minn.)
only a short time, he was able to determine the fact that in the independent mode the termination for

THOU—ME in the same mode has a final whispered -i.

2 In Mass. Hist. Soc.Coll. 2d ser.. ix. Boston. 1832.

3 Taken from forms in J. II. Trumbull's Natick Dictionary (Bull. ?,i, Bur. Amer. Ethnol.).
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I we exel. we incl. thou ye he they an.

Intrans. . . -on -og -an -dg -ogf -ohettit?

me .... -eon -eog -it -hettit

usexcl. . . .
— — — -eog -eog -kqueog -kqueog

usincl. . . .
— — - — —

thee .... -non nog — — — -kquean -kqncan

you .... -n6g -nog — — — kquebj -kqueb]

him ... . -og -ogkut ttvdt -6} -onl

them (an.) . . -og •ogkut -adt -6g
\-ont

{-ahettit
-a'heim

it, them inan.(?) -umon -umog -uman -umog -uk -umohettit

We will first take up the terminations of the indicative, i

—

you,
YE intrans., ye—me resemble the correspondents in Peoria and
Menominee. Owing to the deficient orthogi-aphy, a positive conclu-

sion as to wliich of these Natick most closely resembles in the forms
under discussion is not possible. It is probably the latter, we
(exel., intrans.); we—thee, you; thou, ye—us (excl.); ye—him
patently are to be associated with the Algonkin equivalents (and
hence partly the Ojibwa ones), i, we (excl.), thou, ye—them an.

presumably have the same affuiities. he—us (incl.) resembles the

Shawnee (as certain others do as implied by the agreement with
Algonkin) and Passamaquoddy (possibly also Peoria), he—him
apparently is to be connected with the Cree, Menominee, and Fox
equivalent, but the phonetics are uncertain; they an.

—

them an.

probably is to be associated with the Algonkin and Shawnee corre-

spondent. WE (excl.)

—

him has a counterpart in Passamaquoddy.
The forms with the inanimate object (s) are plainly composed of the

intransitive forms and the pronominal element to be seen in Fox
-Amw", -Ainowdte, etc.: see section 34 of the Algonquian sketch in the

Handbook of American Indian Languages (Bulletin 40, B. ^. £".), pt. 1.

The final n in i

—

it, thou—it, he—it presumably is a purely phonetic
accretion. It should be mentioned expressly that -umwog they an.

—

IT is not to be directly connected with Cree -AmwAg, as is shown by
the forms of they an.

—

me, thee (Cree ni—gwAg, lei—gwAg, respec-

tively). The corresponding inanimate forms of Delaware should be
compared.

It should be noticed that the personal terminations of the supposi-

tive mode do not have the n as do the Ojibwa group and Delaware,

thus agreeing with Fox , etc ., Ci ee-Mon tagnais, Menominee, and Micmac.
A detailed discussion is uncalled for. Most of the forms have the

closest correspondence to Fox. Tlie following find their closest corre-

spondents in Delaware: he—thee, he—you, he—them (one form)

an., they an.; intransitive, they an.

—

me, they an.

—

thee, they
an.—YOU, THEY an.

—

him, they an.

—

them; he, they an.—us
(excl.) resemble the Delaware correspondents.

2090:^° —28 ETH—12 18
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The terminations of the "j)r8eter" tense of the suppositive mode
are patently aUied to those of the present tense of the same mode.
The distinctive mark is a final s. It will be observed from the

following table that the endings for he—me, he—him, he—them
an. correspond to the Fox potential subjunctive:

I we excl. we incl. thou ye he they an.

Intrans. . . -05 -ogkis -05 -igkis -ogkis -ohctlis

me ... .
— — -eas -fdgkus -is -Mheltis

uscxcl. . .
— — — -eogkus

us incl. . .
— — — — — -kqueogkus -kqueogkus

thee . . . -7105 -nogkus — — — -kqueas -kqueas

you . . . -ndgkus -nogkus — — — -kquedgkus -kquedgkus

him . . . -yingltus -nogkutus -05 -dgkus -OS -ahettis

them . . . -Tiogkus •nogkutus -05 -bgkus -OS -tthttlis

it, them in- -umos -umogkus -umdsa -umbgkus -ukis -umahettis

an.(?)

The negative verb is formed by the insertion of -oo- (o), which
apparently corresponds to Delaware -wi-. Examples are: Natick
I'uppaumuncop i did not pay thee, Delaware atta ¥pendolow'ip i did
NOT HEAR thee.
The inanimate plural of nouns resembles the-Piegan and Cheyenne

forms.

The cluster sk is kept as in Cree and the Eastern subtype of the

Eastern-Central major di^asion of Algonquian languages; the com-
bination of a sibilant -f p and t presumably become ' p and 't, respec-

tively, though this is not certain, owing to the deficient alphabet:

Cree mic\>un it is snowing, snow, Fox me'pu- to snow, Natick

muhpoo it snows; Cree mictig wood. Fox metegud tree, Shawnee
^tegivi, Ojibwa meHig (Turtle Mountain), Natick mehiug, Delaware
mehiiiuck, Minsi michtuk; Cree miskawew (Lacombe) he finds him,

Fox me'k- to find, Malecite muskuwan he found her, Natick

miskom he finds it; Cree m^skw^ bear. Fox ma'kwa, Shawnee
""'kwa, Ojibwa ma'ku'a, Peoria mayikwa, Natick /nosq. (There are

also cases where a sibilant apparently is retained before p in Natick.)

The characteristic consonantic clusters of the Eastern subtype are

wanting, and it should be noticed that I also is lacking, confirming

the opinion that Natick belongs to the Central type.

Owing to the deficient alphabet it is difficult to determine the true

consonantic clusters of the language. The groups -dt- and -gl:- and
-hp- are merely graphic for strong sonants so characteristic of many
American Indian languages. The accretion -n-, -m- occurs but does

not agree with Ojibwa in usage, now having it where lacking in

Ojibwa, now lacking it where Ojibwa has it. Thus, wompi white.
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Ojibwa wdhi, Fox wdpi; wonlcqussis fox (really a diminutive), Ojibwa
wd'guc; anogqs star, Ojibwa anang, Delaware allanque, Peoria

alangwa, Fox Andgw"-, Cree atak (for the phonetics, see the discussion

of Cree, 4^.239).

The lexical correspondence with the dialects of the Central subtype
is far greater than is indicated in Trumbull's Natick Dictionary.

(The same may be remarked of the Pequot-Mohegan material pub-
lished by Speck and Prince.) However, at the present time it is

impossible to say in which language the greatest number of corre-

spondents are to be found.

Delaware

Zeisberger's material as contained in his grammar' is not good :^

The forms of the various dialects are given without assigning each
form to its proper dialect (see Zeisberger, p. 113, footnote); in the

same paradigm some transitive forms have instrumentals, while

others lack them; the spelling of one and the same personal termi-

nation is frequently absolutely inconsistent (e. g., -que, -Ice) ; some
passives are given as active transitive forms, and in at least one
instance (possibly in more; see below) an inanimate objective form is

given as animate. Under these unfortunate conditions the tables

here given for the present indicative and subjunctive are bound to

contain errors, for in the absence of Delaware informants represent-

ing the three dialects the writer has had to use discrimination as to

the rejection or retention of certain forms. For this reason it is

impossible to make very defhiite statements concerning the general

relationships of Delaware among Algonquian languages. Yet the

tables will have one result at least, albeit a negative one, namely, that

the common supposition that Delaware is intimately connected with
Eastern Algonquian (Micmac, Malecite, Passamaquoddy, Penobscot,
and Abnaki) is certainly a mistaken one. On the possibility that

the three Delaware divisions, Munsee, Unami, and Unalachtigo, were
really separate tribes, each having special points of contact with
different Central-Algonquian languages, though mutually intelligible,

and that the apparent unity was only political, see page 279.

» A Grammar of the Language of the Lenno Lenape or Delaware Indians, Philadelphia, 1830.

2 others also have criticized Zeisberger adversely (see Brinton, The Lenapg. p. 105. Philadelphia, 1885,

who holds that the criticisms were unnecessarily severe. Correct his last reference to 1869-70, p. 105 ff ).
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1
5a

-ichlite

-qucnke -quonne •queque

-achlite achlite

-awachtite
-amichtite

s

-He

quenke -quonne -queque

-ate

-achlite

akhittite

-anke

g.

1 iycque -iyenke
aque

-awake
achtique

[-ekin

-a

meque

g

-iyane
-iyenke

-anne

-awonne

•achte

-awawonne

-amane

1
1 1 1 1 1 g

f 1 __^

1 I 1

1-1

»l
-llanc -leque \-achte

\-akc

\-acUite\-awake
-ama

1
a me

usexcl

us

incl

thee you
him

them

an

it

(thera

inan.?)

.

.

We will first discuss tlie in-

dependent mode. The first

thing that will be noticed is

tlie diversity of forms for one
and the same person as sub-
ject and object. Such diver-

sity is not found among other
Algonquian languages and at

once arouses suspicion that
tlie multiplicity of forms is

due to tlie fact that the dif-

ferent forms really belong to

separate dialects. Wlien we
note further that the different

forms point to contact with
different Algonquian lan-
guages, the probability of this

inference is heightened. Thus,
n'—neen we (excl. intrans.),

¥—loneen we (excl.)

—

thee,
F—ineenTHOU,YE—us (excl. )

,

agree with Cree-Montagnais;

n'—hhenuwE (excl., intrans.),

F—lohhena we (excl. )

—

thee,
F—ihhena thou, ye—us
(excl.) agree with Fox and
Passamaquoddy; 7i'-

—a i—
HIM, F—a THOU—HIM agree

with Passamaquoddy, Shaw-
nee, and Ojibwa; n'—awa i—
HIM, F—awa THOU

—

him with

Fox, Menominee, and Cree-

Montagnais; n'—gunaHE—us
(excl.) agrees with Passama-
quoddy, Shawnee, and Peo-

ria(?); n'—guneen he—us
(excl. ) with Fox, Cree-Montag-

nais, and Ojibwa; n'—aneen

WE (excl.)

—

him agrees with

Ojibwa and Cree-Montagnais;

n'—ohhena we (excl.)

—

him
agrees with Fox.

The cognates of the remain-

ing forms so far as available
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will now be given : n'—awak, F—awalc i

—

them an., thou—them an.,

respectively, have correspondents in Fox, Menominee, and Cree-
Montagnais; Ic'

—-awawa ye—him agrees with Menominee and Cree-
Montagnais; (ti' 1)—gunanak, (k' ?)

—

gunanak they an.—us (excl.

and incl., respectively) agree with Fox, Fort Totten Cree, and Ojibwa
(tlie former also with the Cree of Horden and Montagnais) ; k'—guwa
HE—YOU (pi.) has a correspondent in Shawnee, Passamaquoddy, and
Ojibwa; k'—guwawak they an.

—

you (pL), one in Fox, Menominee,
and Cree-Montagnais ; n'—gun, k'—gun have counterparts in the Mon-
tagnais forms for on—me, te, respectively; w'—he (intrans.) has a

correspondent in Eastern Algonquian, -u he intrans. corresponds to
Fox, Shawnee, and Peoria -wa, Cree -w, Montagnais -u; -gok they
an.—THEM an. is a passive and corresponds to Fox -gdgi; the forms
7i'-, k'—U, len; k'-; k'—i; -wak; n'—k, k'—k, n'—gook; k'—gook are

common Central Algonquian; F—ihenook ye—us (excl.) is a plural-

ized form of F—ilihena; F—awawak ye—them an. agrees with
Menominee and Cree-Montagnais and illustrates the same formation;

-awall they an.

—

-him (with phonetic differences) is close to the

Ojibwa correspondent; if w'- is to be restored, it coincides exactly;

as it stands it agrees with the Passamaquoddy correspondent; the

forms n'—gehhena, F—geJihimo are palpably passives and really should
not have been included; -gol he—him, to judge from Shawmee and
Passamaquoddy, is really a passive; as a plural they an.

—

him.

it seems an extension of this; cf. n'—geneen (graphic variant for

n'—guneen); the same apphes to F—geneen (Fox ke—gundna;
there are correspondents in Ojibwa and Cree) ; w'—anawak (pre-

sumably a variant of w'

—

anewak) in its last part decidedly resembles

Cree mowanewun they (indefuiite third person plural animate) are
EATING them (third person plural animate) ;

' so it is clear that the

terminations with newo are built up on some such system, though it

is possible that some of the forms contain inanimate objects, not ani-

mate objects as given in the table (see the tables of the Ojibwa and
Algonkin independent mode, pp. 263, 264). The forms m'

—

an, F—an,

w'—an are clearly of the same formation as Malecite ktian thou
tellest him; tian, otian he tells him (stem ti); unfortunately there

is no example available in Malecite for i

—

him. The forms with inani-

mate object(s) show the same type of formation as the Natick corre-

spondents. The conjectural initial F restored by the writer is con-

firmed by Sapir's notes. In closing the discussion of the independent

mode it may be pointed out that it is impossible for one and the same
dialect to contain both F—guwa and (F ?)

—

guwawak (see the tables

for Fox, Cree, Shawnee, and Ojibwa).

The present subjunctive does not require so detailed a report. It

has the nasal as have Ojibwa and Peoria, but otherwise the forms are

iHorden, p. 115.
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far closer to Fox and Natick. The forms with the third person

animate, singular and plural, as subject are the same in structure as

those of the latter in nearly all cases and represent a formation other-

wise unknown in Central and Eastern Algonquian. Some of the

terminations seem peculiar to Delaware.

The forms -inlce they an.

—

me, -inde we (excl. or incl. ?)

—

them,

which, following Zeisberger, one would be forced to consider transi-

tive forms of the subjunctive, in reality are indefinite passive con-

junctives (Fox -igi, -etci, Peoria -ingi, -dnda, respectively). Again

following Zeisberger, -geyeiike, -geyane, -geyeque they an.—us

(excl.), thee, you, respectively, would have to be considered transi-

tive forms, but they are simple passives. The termination -amanque

WE (excl.)

—

them an. really contains an inanimate object (see

the tables for Fox and Ojibwa). Observe that i

—

it has an exact

correspondent in Shawnee. Certain persons have n' and F prefixed

indiscriminately in the same forms and have been omitted from the

above scheme as unreal (ri and F are suggestive of the indicative).

Delaware has a p, and panne preterite. The former is shared by
Peoria, Natick, and Micmac; the latter is found in Ojibwa, Cree,

Montagnais, Malecite, and Penobscot (for the combination of both in

the subjunctive mode, see the discussion of Ojibwa, p. 269).

The suffix of the future -tscJi is presumably the same as Fox -tcd^

verily.

It should be mentioned that Delaware has a relative mode that

corresponds to the Fox, Shawnee, Micmac, and Peoria conjunctive.

The forms given are too few to constitute a complete series but the

important point that the first person singular intransitive ends in

-ya, as in Shawnee (cf. Micmac), is certain.

Delaware has consonantic clusters but to what an extent is not

clear from the inadequate phonetic system employed by Zeisberger.

Some of these clusters are due to changes of a sibilant with a voice-

less stop, e. g., u'xhwdu (Sapir) woman, Cree iskweu. Others are

patently due to the elimination of vowels, e. g., n'milguneen he gives

us (excl.), Fox nemmegundn'^, fulpe txertle, Abnaki tolia, Scaticook

tidipds (really a diminutive), Natick toonuppasog (pi.). Others are

due to the combination of the signs for the preterite with the final

consonant of the present. A nasal before stops agrees with Peoria

and Ojibwa in this use as opposed to Fox, Shawnee, Cree, Montag-
nais, and Menominee. The origin of other clusters is quite obscure.

It is doubtful whether there are true long consonants in Delaware;

there is reason to suspect that their apparent existence is due merely

to a faulty or deficient phonetic system.

It was shown above how Delaware exliibits great diversity in

points of contact with other Algonquian languages; attention may
here be drawn to the fact that since Fox and Shawnee are closely
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related to each other and both to the Eastern Algonquian languages
(see the discussion of Sauk, Fox, etc., p. 258), agreement on the part
of Delaware with any of these would imply a certain amount of agree-

ment with the others, and as Fox has some decided points of contact
with Cree, a similar state of affairs exists as to the latter language.
However, these generahties do not answer specijfic questions. Though
it is hazardous, as noted above, to give an opinion on- the subject, the
writer ventures to believe that Delaware as Zeisberger has presented
it is not a single dialect but a composite. The facts of the case prob-
ably will be best satisfied by assuming one dialect the closest relation-

ship of which was with Shawnee, but which shared with Fox (the pho-
netic representative of) -penn (Shawnee -pe), and another the closest

relationship of wliich is with Cree-Montagnais, both of which assumed
dialects had points of contact with Ojibwa and Natick. In the opinion

of the \vriter there is not sufficient evidence at present to warrant the
behef that another dialect had especially close relations with Eastern
Algonquian, though it is possible there was a dialect that shared a
few forms with Eastern Algonquian that were not shared by the
other Delaware tUalects. But all these theories must remain con-

jectures more or less plausible till all tlie Delaware dialects shall have
been entirely restudied with the aid of living informants.

EASTERN SUBTYPE

The existing dialects composing this group are Micmac, Malecite,

Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, and Abnaki. As mentioned above,

these are all characterized by peculiar consonantic clusters and by
certain grammatic terminations. However, as compared with Black-
foot, Cheyenne, or Arapaho they belong in the Central group, for

there are numerous patent correspondents to the latter in vocabu-
laries and in the discussion of Sauk, Fox, etc., it has been showni how
intimately they are related to Fox and Shawaiee in the verbal termi-

nations. The correspondence in vocabulary with the Central type
is far more general than has been supposed. The peculiar termi-

nations are not very startling'and show no more specialization than
those of other Algonquian languages of the Central subtype. The
peculiar terminations of the Micmac verb are due to the fact that the
supposed indicatives are really correspondents to the Fox conjunctive.

So in its last analysis the consonantal clusters are the distinguishing

feature of the group. Below is a list of consonantic clusters in

each of the following: Micmac (from one of the writer's longer texts),

Malecite (from one of Mr. Mechling's longer texts), Passamaquoddy
(from one of Doctor Gatschet's texts, of moderate length), and
Penobscot (from Prof. J. Dyneley Prince's glossary' in his article on
Penobscot in Amer. Anthr., N. s.,xii, No. 2, 183-208, 1910):
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MICMAC

281

Initial
Second consonant o[ cluster

nant
V b t d k S m n I « tc dj Lt

P pt pk pi

b

t ip tk

bn bl

d dm dn dl

k kp kt kl ks kic kx.t

9 gm gn gi

m mp mt mi mk ml ms mtc

71 np nl Tiki nm ns nlc ndj

( Ip lb U Id Ik ig Im In Is lie

s sp St sk sm sn si

tc Ick

dj djk djm ijn djl

X xt xs xtc

' Probable mishearing for rjk: nk in the Malecite and Passamaquoddy tables likewise is r,k.

The semivowel w occurs after &, d, l\ g, n, I, s,']i1c, pic, tic, nJc, sic, tele.

The only long consonants observed are tt and 1c1c. These are of

rare occurrence.

It has not been possible as yet to determine whether all these clus-

ters occur in the same morphologic parts of words or are due to com-
binations of different morphologic components. The same statement
applies to the clusters of the other languages discussed.

In the text the following clusters occur finally: th, pk, mlc, nk, Ik,

tck, djk, sk, kt. Initially only kl occurs; w in initial combinations
occurs only after k.

MALECITE

Second member of cluster

Initial
consonant

V b t d k g m n I 8 tc

P pt pk ps

b

t 'P tb Ik tg^ Im 11

d dl

k kp kt km kn kt ks klc

S gm gn

m mp md mk mn ms
n np nt nd nk

I Ip Id Ik Im In U
s sp St sk si

z "
le tck
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The semivowel w occurs after h, 1-, g, s, tl\ tg, pJc, sl\

The following clusters of three consonants occur: mslc, stcJc, std.

The initial clusters that occur in the text are: si-, sp, l-m, Jen, th,

ps, si, tl. The semivowel w in initial combinations occurs only after

Tc and g. The clusters which occur terminally are: l:t, Tctc, ptc.

PASSAMAQUODDY

Initial
Second member of cluster

nant
P b t d k S m n I s tc is

P pi pm pn
b

t tk

d dl

k kp kt' ks ktc

9

m mt md mk mn ms
n
I

np
It . ig In

nl ns Isn

t sp St sk

tc tck

X XI xk xn xl X)

The following clusters of three consonants occur: ntl\ nsl\ Icsk,

psTc, stele, xsm.

The semivowel w occurs after Ic, g, I, si-, xl, tl, Ig.

The following two long consonants occur: ss, II.

These clusters have been observed initially: It, Ip, Im, l~s, Itc.

Finally, the cluster si was observed. The semivowel w was noted
as occurring after I and g of initial consonants.

PENOBSCOT

Initial

Second member of cluster

consonant
P b t d k 9 w n I s z

P
b

t

bt

tk

pi ps

d

k ks

m md mk mg
9l

71 nb nt nd nk ng nz

I It Id Ik l9 In

s sp St sd sk

zn zt zn

tc tck
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The semivowel w occurs after Ic, g, d, I, m, sk, mk, tc.

The only true consonantal clusters observed initially were sic, sp.

After initial g and k, w occurs. The only final consonantic cluster

noted was ps. ,

The following long consonants were noted: kk, pp, II, s.s.

Two clusters of three consonants were observed: hsk, nsk.

An examination of the tables will show that the old view that

Micmac alone of Eastern Algonquian differed especially from Central

Algonquian by reason of clusters, is incorrect.

The consonantal clusters of such words that have known equiva-

lents in Central Algonquian are due for the greater part to the elimi-

nation of vowels. Thus Micmac Jcesaptvg after he looked at it

(for kesi + din + t + ug; Fox klcdpitAg'), ttupk in the morning (Fox

wdbAg'), niAndu devil (Fox mAnitdw"), elmied he went on (Malecite

elimialit when he (obs.) went away, Fox initial stem Auemi yon
way) ; Jielno, Penobscot alno&e Indian (Shawnee Mleni, Ojibwa ineni,

Fox inenivf', Cree iyiniw man) ; Penobscot s^'^mki heaven, Abnaki
speiok heaven (Passamaquoddy spemek high, Cree ishpimik, Ojibwa
ishpiming, Shawnee spemegi, Fox a'pemeg\ Peoria pdm'mgi (cf. Me-
nominee AcpdmiyA) ; Micmac Icospemk at the lake (Passamaquoddy
kiLspemuk on a lake; Cree kuspamuw road which goes beside tim-

ber WHERE there IS WATER) ; Peuobscot pehdnkik in the north
(Fox pepon^ + a'kig^); Penobscot wohtegua wild goose (for wdb- cf.

Fox wdpi-, Natick wompi- white) ; Penobscot n'weweldamen i know
IT (-<'Z- = Fox -dne-); Micmac elmodjig dogs; Malecite ulnmus (really

a diminutive), Delaware aZum; Ojihwa a nimosJi, Fox Anemo", Natick

anum, Cree atim (for the phonetics see the discussion of Cree, p. 2.39)

;

Abnaki kidasni'm' (Sapir) thy stone (Fox ketA'seni^m\ cf. Abnaki
xin' stone) ; Malecite k'Pmo'seha (Sapir) ye run (Fox kepemusdpwa)

.

When a vowel is lost after I (corresponding to Fox n, Shawnee and
Delaware Z) and a consonantal cluster arises this way, or if the I thereby

becomes final, the preceding vowel takes an o (u) tinge; if the preced-

ing vowel be i, then o attaches itself thereto. To make clear the

examples of this it is necessary to state that the cluster pw becomes p
or h (note that pw does not occur in the tables given above). Thus
Malecite kAnim\o\ i see thee (stem nimi; intervocalic instrumental

h lost), Passamaquoddy ktekAMAl i strike thee (-m- is an instru-

mental particle) ; compare Fox ke—ne, Shawnee ke—le; for Malecite

tiimmiolpa i see y'OU (pi.), Passamaquoddy ktekmulpa i strike you
(pi.) ; cf. Fox ke—nepwa, Shawnee ke—lepwa. (It may be as well to

mention that Fox ke—nepwa is made up of ke—pwa and ne, and is not

a morphologic unit.) Micmac dagAmulkw" he strikes us, inclusive,

corresponds to Fox -ineiiAgwe, in which m is the instrumental particle,

e the phonetic insert, nAgwe (Shawnee -lagwe) the termination for
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HE—US (incl.) of the conjunctive mode. The participial -ultitcig in

Micmac (and the corresponding forms of the other dialects) corre-

sponds to Fox -netUcigi, in which n is the instrumental particle, e the

plionetic insert, ti the sign of reciprocity, tcigi the third person animate
intransitive of the participial.

It should be noted that the elimination of vowels sometimes causes

nasals and liquids to become syllabic, a phenomenon which Sanskrit-

ists call samprasdrana, e. g. Passamaquoddy i^ikwaxsan red stone
(pipe) (cf. Fox 7neclcw- + Asen')

.

Especially should it be observed that the clusters, consisting of a

sibilant + 1c or p, are kept exactly as in Cree (see the discussion of Cree,

p. 238). Thus Cree amisk beaver, Stockbridge (Edwards) amisque,

Ojibwa amiTc, Delaware amochl:, Fox ame'kw", Shawnee hamahwa,
Peoria amakwa, Abnaki pepSnemeskS winter beaver, Micmac pHl-

umskw beaver of third year (Rand) ; Cree miskawew he finds him,

HER, Fox me'liawdw"' he finds him, her, Natick miskom he finds it,

Malecite muskuwan he found her; Cree ishpimifc above, Ojibwa
ish.'^iming, Fox apemegi, Peoria pdmingi, Shawnee sY>emegi, Menominee
icTpdiniyA above, Penobscot spuml-i heaven, Abnaki spemk heaven,
Passamaquoddy spemeJc high; Cree Icuspamuw road which goes
BESIDE timber WHERE THERE IS WATER, ^licmaC I'dspemlc AT THE LAKE,
Passamaquoddy Icuspemulc on a lake; Cree iskwew woman, Fox
i'lcwavf', Natick squaw, Delaware ocTiqueu, Micmac Icesigo-eskw"' old
woman. Since sp and sic are original, it is probable that st is like-

wise. The cluster is not common, and the writer has not found in

Central Algonquian analogues as yet to such words as contain it.

Yet it is perhaps possible to establish the claim indirectly. Micmac
Icesevnstodidj means after they had finished speaking; it is to be
presumed that the sto corresponds to Fox 'to (see section 21.7 of the

Algonquian sketch in the Handbook of American Indian Languages,

part 1). The 't points phonetically to an original *st. These clusters

strongly point to a more northern origin than Fox had.

It is true that the origin of many clusters can not be explained

at present, but it is not unreasonable to believe that the application

jof the foregoing principles will explain many more when our knowl-
edge of the languages shall have increased, and perhaps phonetic

laws yet to be discovered will account for the remainder. For the

consonantic clusters in Piegan, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Eastern
Algonquian are so fundamentally different that it is improbable that

any of their types are original. It may be assumed, then, provision-

ally that the Central type, from which true consonantic clusters are

lacking, with certain limitations, shows the most primitive condition

of Algonquian languages.
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All original o or u under unknown conditions seems to umlaut the
vowel of the preceding syllable to o, u, as does postconsonantal w.

Thus, Malecite tiogul he was told; this stands for HegoV (of. Shaw-
nee otegoV HE WAS told), in which o—goV is the passive termination
and te the initial stem. Penobscot k' namiogona he sees us (incl.),

Abnaki k'namiogonna are additional illustrations. The terminations
arefor*K'e

—

guna (cf. Shawnee) ; -he-, the instrumental + the e insert,

has suffered the changes shown above and the h is lost; the stem is

nami. Passamaquoddj^ ndelcamugun he strikes us (excl.) and
Icdelcam.ugun he strikes us (incl.) are for *ne—meguna and *Tce—
meguna, respectively; m is the instrumental particle; e the phonetic
insert which has been umlauted to u. Other examples of this umlaut-
ing will be mentioned in the discussion of the verbal endings. Exam-
ples in which a w (either maintained or lost) has caused umlaut are:

Penob.scot namiukw he sees me (for n^n-), Abnaki n'namiok, Passa-
raaquoddy ndekamuk he strikes me (Fox ne—gwa; rest explained
nhoYe) ; Mekamuk he strikes thee (Fox fce

—

gwa).

Below are tables of such forms of the Passamaquoddy independent
mode (present tense) and of the Micmac conjunctive (wliich is used
like the indicative) mode as the writer has been able to extract from
Doctor Gatschet's papers.

PASS,\MAQU0DDY PRESENT INDEPENDENT MODE

I we excl. we incl. thou ye he they (an.)

Intrans. . . n- n—bAn k—bAn k- k—ba -wuk

me ... k—i k-iba n-k
us excl. . .

— — k—ibAn k—ibAn n—gun n~gunwuk
us incl. . .

— — — — k—gun k—gunwuk
thee . . . k-l k—Iptn — — — k—k k—guk
you . . . k—lpa k—lpcn — — — k—guwa k—gua
him . . . n—a n—an t— k—awa u—aI -awal

them (an.) . n—ot k—anwuk k—ak k—awa V—a u—awa

MICM.^.C CONJUNCTIVE MODE

I we excl. we incl. thou ye he they (an.)

me ... — — — -in -/( -idjik

us excl. . .
— — — -iek -iek

us incl. . .
— — — — — -IkS -Ikwik

thee . . . -I -;<«.• — — — sk -skik

you . . . -lax -(ft — — — -lox -lox

him . . . -uk uget -ox -adl -adidl

them (an.) . gik ugidjik -ox -ttdji -adidjik
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In comparing the forms with other Algonquian languages it is

necessary to keep in mind the phonetic changes hinted at above.

In the Passamaquoddy independent mode the u and w imilaut occurs

in the forms for he—me, us (incl. and excl.), thee; they an.

—

me,

us (excl. and inch), thee, you. The agreement in the nse of I with
Shawnee, etc., in contrast with Fox, Ojibwa, Cree, etc., n should be
noted; also the elimination of vowels, and the phonetic changes
involved.

While treating of the linguistic relations of Fox and ShawTiee, it

was necessary to treat Passamaquoddy at some length. It was
shown that Passamaquoddy is very closely related to Fox on the

one hand and to Shawnee on the other. The form for we (incl.)

—

them an. approximates most closely the corresponding Cree and
Montagnais form, though not identical with them. The relationship

is the same in the case of we (excl.)

—

him. This last approximates

the form in Cree, Montagnais, Delaware (one form), and Ojibwa; it com-
cides with the analogue in Natick and by chance with that in Chey-
enne. We say by chance, as Cheyenne has no other special agreements
with Eastern Algonquian, whereas, as was pointed out in the discussion

of Fox, Natick happens to share another termination. The form for

they an.—us (incl.) approximates the Cree, MontagnaLs, and Me-
nominee analogues. The agreement of the last named with Passama-
quoddy is undoubtedly fortuitous, due simply to the, fact that

Menominee as well as Eastern Algonquian shows certain affinities with
Cree-Montagnais. The form for ye—them an. apparentlj^ is the

same as that for ye—him. The form for they an.—us (excl.) is

based on the same formation as they an.—us (inch). The fact that

Passamaquoddy^ shares certain persons of the independent mode with

Ojibwa was shown in the discussion of Fox. But it should be noted
that all such persons are likewise shared by Shawnee.

There is given below a table of the Abnaki present independent
mode so far as the writer has been able to extract the terminations

from Doctor Sapir's notes:

I we excl. we incl. thou ye he they an.

Intrans. . . ni- (7!-) (,n)—bI7ia' ki- (k-) k-ba' - -wofc"

me. . .

us excl. .

us incl. .

thee . .

you . .

him . .

them an.

k-i
k-l.ha'

(n)-4-

(,n)—A7!k'

k—lblna'

k—lbina

(,n)—AbIna'

-

k-i

k—ibina'

k—4
k—Ayk'

k—ibma'

k—Amba'
k—AWba'

[(n)

—

gnbina']

o—-i'

(n)—jpi'

k-ggk-
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A detailed discussion is uncalled for. It should, however, be noted

that Abnaki agi'ees with Fox as opposed to Shawnee (and Passama-
quoddy") in the forms for ye—him, them an. Initial n apparently is

lost before certain consonants. Tliis accounts for the strange appear-

ance of certain forms. The form for we (excl.)

—

him agrees with Fox
as opposed to Passamaquoddy. he—us (excl.) is the equivalent of Fox
ne—gbpena, of the indefinite passive, independent mode. It may be

noted that Malecite agrees with Passamaquoddy in this respect.

From Doctor Sapir's notes it would seem that in Malecite a faint final

w is retained after A.' where etymologically required, which is lost (or

at least not recorded by Doctor Gatsehet) in Passamaquoddy. The
writer's available material is too scantj^ in the case of Malecite and
Penobscot to give tables for them; but it is certain that they agreed

essentiaUy with Passamac[Uoddy and Abnaki.
As Eastern Algonquian shows certain pomts in common with

Cree-Montagnais as opposed to Ojibwa, etc. (see pp. 238, 284) it may
be that the pAn preterite is really a pomt of contact between East-
ern Algonquian and the former; but this is forcing matters, as cer-

tain personal endings of Eastern Algonquian agree with Ojibwa,
etc. (those shared also by Shawnee), as opposed to Cree-Montagnais.

(For additional points of contact between Eastern Algonquian
and Cree-Montagnais, see p. 245, in the discussion of the Micmac
conjunctive.) Despite the usual view of the subject, the relations

of Eastern Algonciuian with Delaware are not close. On consult-

ing the tables given in the discussion of Delaware it will be seen

how few terminations of the independent mode phonetically coin-

cide with those of Passamac{uoddy. There are no agreements be-

tween the two that are not shared either by Fox or Shawnee; as a

matter of fact, Delaware agrees in some cases with Fox as opposed
to Shawnee and Eastern Algonciuian. But, as was shown in the

discussion of Delaware, the existing material is poor, and it is

clear that the several Delaware dialects had different linguistic

relations. At present, however, there is not sufficient evidence to

show that any one of the dialects had especially close relations with
the Eastern branch of the Eastern-Central group of Algoncjuian

languages.

A table of the Micmac conjunctive from Doctor Gatsehet 's notes is

here given because the one from the writer's notes and texts contains

too many unfilled schedules. The table is supplemented by the form
for he—us (excl.), Atnet, and these intransitive fomis are given:

I WE (excl.) WE (inch) thou ye he they (an.) it, they (inan.)

-i -ieg -igwa -in -yo -d -djig
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The forms which Doctor Gatschet gives as -adl and -adidl are con-
sidered broken Micmac at St. Anne de Restigouche. The current

forms are -Adjl, -adidjl, yet one of the informants, a woman upward
of eighty, constantly used the forms given by Doctor Gatschet. The
question of dialectic variation must be taken into account, as Doctor
Gatschet's material came from New Brunswick. Final surds and
sonants are exceedingly hard to distinguish at St. Anne de Resti-

gouche, but this difficulty is not encountered with those occupying a

medial position. In the opinion of the writer there are, finaUy,

neither true surds nor sonants, only intermediates.

A detailed discussion of the forms is uncalled for. There is I cor-

responding to Fox n, of course, but the forms themselves morpho-
logically approximate very closely the Fox analogues; as was pointed
out in the discussion of Sauk, etc., however, certain termiaations
resemble the Fox participial rather than the subjunctive, thus par-

tially agreeing with the Peoria conjunctive and the Cree subjunctive.

The termination for the first person singular intransitive apparently
coincides phonetically with the Shawnee and Delaware analogue.

The form for he—us (excl.) is important as showing the fact that

the relations with Ojibwa, Delaware, and Natick are not close. It

should be noted that the forms with the third person singular ani-

mate as subject suggest relationship with the Fox subjunctive rather

than conjunctive. The terminations -adl and -adidl certainly con-
tain the obvialitive I, but though the former is clear enough in for-

mation {-ad + l), the latter is not.

It may be noted that there is another conjunctive form for the
third singular, namely, -tc, e. g., lyemietc when he walks along;
this resembles closely the Fox analogue. The other terminations

seem to be based on the ordinary conjunctive mode with the addition
of a suffix ( ?) g with certain phonetic modifications.

There is a dual, e. g., Tcispanadidjiq they are tired, as compared
with Icispanedjig they two are tired. The . actual terminations
seem to be the same; the -di- on the face of it apparently corresponds
to Fox -tl-, the sign of reciprocity. Tliis is brought out by such
expressions as mAdi}didjig they (more than two) fought. The
analysis of the example is niAd to fight, n instrumental particle, -di-

reciprocal sign, -djig terminations. The expression then means
they fought together, the idea of plurality or duality originally

not being expressed. Then the later restriction of such forms to

plurality would be merely a specialization.

To sum up the general relations of Eastern Algonquian, we may
say that the group is very intimately related to Fox and Shawnee;
next, to Cree-Montagnais; not closely to Ojibwa; and remotely to

Delaware and Natick. The relations with Piegan are not sufficiently

clear to justify a positive statement, but it should be observed that
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certain personal terminations of the independent mode have close

analogues (which are shared by Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, and partially

by Shawnee).
The material at the writer's disposal does not permit a strong

characterization of the individual traits of the various dialects com-
posing the Eastern subtvpe of the major Eastern-Central division of

Algonquian languages. According to J. Dynele}' Prince and W. Mech-
ling (personal communications), Penobscot, Abnaki, Passamaquoddy,
and Malecite are more closely related to one another than any one is to

Micmac. According to information received, Micmac can under-
stand Malecite without much difficulty. A characteristic of Micmac
is the apparent lack of forms corresponding to the independent mode
of the other dialects; but the latter have forms corresponding to the

Micmac conjunctive. The preterite "indicative" of Micmac is based
on the conjunctive, whereas in the other dialects it is based on the

forms of the independent mode; but the principle of formation is

alike. According to Prince, the differentiation of Penobscot and
Abnaki is comparatively recent. The writer, however, does not

consider Abnaki nasalized vowels archaic; on the contrary, he
believes the Penobscot pure vowels more original. Passamaquoddy
and Malecite are very similar to each other and may prove to be
practically identical. In closing the discussion of the Eastern sub-

type, the writer thinks it well to add that in his judgment the r which
appears in the works of the older writers was an intermediate between
r and Z; hence thej' recorded it with the sound with which they
associated it.

Summary

Algonquian tribes linguistically fall into four major divisions:

Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Eastern-Central. The Black-

foot major group shows some unmistakable signs of contact with
Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo of the Central subtype and with Eastern
Algonquian. Chej'emie exhibits affinities Avith the Ojibwa subdivi-

sion of Central Algonquian, though it has also some rather northern

affinities. It is premature to venture an opinion ^vith which language

or languages Arapaho is to be most intimately associated. The
Eastern-Central major division is divisible into two subtypes, Central

and Eastern. The Central subtype has further groupings within itself

:

Crce-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, and Shawnee;
Ojibwa, Ottawa, Potawatomi, Algonkin, and Peoria; Delaware (see

the tliscussion of this language, p. 279), and Natick. Eastern Algon-

quian may perhaps be dividetl into two groups, Micmac, on the one
hand, and the remaining extant dialects (which, collectively, may be
designated Abnaki), (5n the other. The very intimate connection of

Eastern Algonquian with Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo, as well with

20903° —28 ETH—12 19
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Shawnee, should be emphasized. Owing to the peculiarit}' in Micmac,
noted on page 289, it is not possible to be so confident as to whether
tliis relationship extends as intimately in this language; but the con-
junctive mode points in this direction.^

» It will be noticed that on the accompanying map showing the distribution and interrelation of the
Algonquian dialects (pi. 103), there are many names of dialects not dealt with systematically in the texts.
This is because tht existing material did not make such Ireatment feasible. The author does not doubt
that Nanticoke, etc., are Algonquian dialects. (Dr. Frank G. Speck, of the University of Pennsylvania,
has kindly made for the use of the writer extracts from manuscripts in the library of the American
Philosophical Society, demonstrating that Nanticoke belongs to the Eastern-Central major di\-ision of

Algonquian languages. Vnfortimately verbal forms were practically absent; so until our knowledge of
Unami, Unalachtigo, and Munsee shall be more extensive, it will not be possible to settle definitely the
exact position of Nanticoke. Hence it is probable that the other southern Algonquian dialects along
the Atlantic coast belong to the E;istern-Central division.) In this connection it may be stated that
Pennacook is assigned tothe Abnaki-Micmacgroup, partly for geographical reasons, partly on accoiuitof the
history of the tribe. The early French and English writers can not be relied on regarding the intimate
or remote relationships among the various Algonquian dialects, except where they can be corroborated
by existing dialects. The reason for this is not far to seek. As before stated (p. 237). the Central Algon-
quian dialects are very intimately related, and philology at the time had not reached a point where fine

distinctions could be made. It will be remembered how recently it has been possible for philology to
determine the interrelations of the dialects within the major divisions of Indo-European hmgiiagcs, and
how deficient even to-day is our knowledge of the interrelations of the major divisions of those languages.
Moreover, inaccurate phonetics would blur out many distinctive points. It is simply a waste of time to
attempt tounravelthe vagaries of the orthography of the older writers in the caseof dialects existing to-day.
The accompanying mapdoesnot attempt torepresent the distribution of Algonquian dialects at any one
period. It will be remembered that our knowledge of the various tribes was not synchronous. It would
have been feasible to make a map showing their localities, with dates, pro\-ided the interrelations were not
shown; but the prime object was to show the interrelations. (A case in point is the locaUzation of the
habitat of the Sauk. They were first known in the eastern peninsulaof Michigan, only later in the locality

shown on the map.) The authority for the localizations can usually be found in the Handbook ofAmerican
lndiiins{£ulhlinSO,B.A.E.). AVilh respect to the map the following departures from the color scheme
should be noted: Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton formed part of the Micmac teirilory. Mani-
toulin Island and the peninsula between Georgian Bay and Lake Huron were occupied by Ottawa and
the peninsula between Lakes Superior and Michigan east of the Menominee by Chippewa.
It may be noted that under the name Abnaki, the Abnaki (properly speaking), Malecite, Passamar

quoddy, and Penobscot are included.

The form Chippewa on the map follows that of the Handbook of American Indians: the form Ojibwa
in the text conforms to the orthography of the Handbook of American Indian Languages {Bulletin 40,

B.A.E.).
From Edwards' Observations on the Langtiage of the Muhhekaneew Indians, reprinted in Mass. Hist.

Coll., 2d ser., x (Boston, 1S23), p. 81 ff., some notes may be made on the language of the Indians of

Stockbridge, Mass., though unsystematically. The words amisguc beaver, spummuck heaven at once
show the dialect does not belong with Delaware. So does paumseauk we (excl. or incl.?) walking
(Fox pdmuadyage or -y-^gicf) by lacking a nasal in the pronominal ending. The words npfhtuhquissch-

nuh WE ARE TALL, nmcclschnuh we eat (both exclusive in formation) demonstrate that the dialect is

not to be associated with Natick, Delaware, or the Abnaki group. The termination n—nuh suggests that

the termination for we incl. intrans. was k—nuh: this last coincides with a variant Cree correspondent

given by Lacombe. On the other hand n—nuft and k~nuh resemble very much the Menominee corre-

spondents save the lack of the m syllable. On a later occasion the writer will return to this particular

point. Here it may be said that the m + vowel is not so vitally important as the other portions of the

termination. The phonetics of mf/oo^uc wood are also against intimate relationship with Cree. The
word ktuhuhunoohmuh i love Yon resembles closest the Natick form; but ndukirhunuw i love him
has a different look. The phonetics of nogh my father suggest affinity with Delaware; cf. nuxua my
FATHER (Sapir). These notes were made subsequent to the prmting of the map (pi. 103).

It is needless to say that all Algonquian tribes and subtribes could not be shown on the map for want
of space.
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It was impossible to insert in the text the results of the writer's

field work in the summer, autumn, and winter of 1912, but tlie most
important results may be summarized briefly here.

Piegan (of Montana) has whispered vowels terminally after w and
nasals; x is distinctly post-velar ; final Tc is distinctly aspirated. Gros
Ventre (Atsina) sheds little liglit on Arapaho, sharing with the latter

practically all de\'iations from normal Algonquian. Potawatomi dif-

fers more from Ojibwa, Ottawa, and Algonkin than these do from
one another. According to communications from Doctor Sapir of tlie

Geological Survey of Canada and Doctor Radin of the International

School of Ethnology and Arciieology, the Ojibwa dialect at Sarnia,

Ontario, seems to be highly specialized. The intimation given in the

section on Delaware tliat Zeisberger's material represents no single

dialect was borne out by the writer's experience with the Munsee of

Kansas and the Delaware of Oklahoma. Apparently no distinction

can be drawn to-day between Unami and Unalachtigo. The plio-

netic system of Zeisberger is very deficient. Every stop occurs as

surd, sonant (after nasals), surd aspirate (terminally), and glottalized.

Voiceless I occurs medially before consonants in both Delaware and
Munsee, and terminally in the latter (where it seemingly is lost in the

former). Long consonants are common, also consonantic clusters,

owing largely to elimhiation of vowels. Umlaut is caused b}^ w. On
the whole, both Delaware and Munsee have suffered verj^ considerable

phonetic changes from normal Central Algonquian ; Munsee is by far

the more archaic of tlie two. In Munsee whispered vowels occur
initially, medially, and terminally (after w). In Delaware seemingly
the}' are found medially and terminally after w. In both, s, y, w, and I

occur glottalized as well. The variety of forms given in the table is

due in part to dialect mixture, in part to phonetic changes. Some of

the forms are due possibly to mishearing; some contain double

objects; others seemingly are to distinguish third persons; still others

owe their origin to causes which are unknown although the forms
exist to-day. The statement that one dialect had the closest rela-

tions with Cree-Montagnais and another with Shawnee, is wrong.
Zeisberger's inadequate phonetics were WTongly interpreted. It is

clear that both Delaware and Munsee are closely related and, though
they can not be easily classed wath any other large group, it is dear
that they approximate the Ojibwa group in important points, and
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Ottawa in particular. Phonetically, however, in some points they
approximate more closely Peoria and other languages belonging to

the same group. (Zeisberger does not distinguish -¥ [Fox -g^] and
-Jew" [Fox -giv"] : both are written -Ic; the case of -mvf-, which remains
in Munsee but undergoes certain changes m Delaware, is somewhat
sunilar.) From Doctor Sapir's notes it would seem that the Dela-

ware of Oklahoma and that of Canada (Smoothtown) differ in certain

pomts.
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